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When it comes to sport, boys 'play like a
girl'

Primary school-aged boys and girls can play in mixed teams until they reach high school, our

research suggests. Clappstar/Flickr, CC BY-SA
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Girls in primary school are just as physically capable as their male classmates, according to

our research, taking the sting out of the insult “you play like a girl”.

When we compared primary school children’s physical capabilities, differences between girls

and boys were not as important as people think. So, they should be happily playing with and

competing against each other in the backyard, playground and sporting fields.

Read more: It's not just the toy aisles that teach children about gender stereotypes

As part of wider research to assess people’s physical capabilities across the lifespan, we

tested 300 children and adolescents between the ages of 3 and 19.

We tested each child for over two hours, taking more than 100 measurements. These

included measuring the strength of 14 muscle groups, the flexibility of 13 joints and 10

different types of balance. We looked at factors including hand dexterity, reaction times, how

far kids could walk, how high and how long they could jump, as well as their gait.
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What did we find?

Across all measures of physical performance, there was one consistent finding. There was

no statistical difference in the capabilities of girls and boys until high-school age (commonly

age 12).

Let’s use standing long jump (also known as a broad jump test) as an example. This provides

a measure of your legs’ explosive power. It needs minimal equipment and the results

compare well with the type of information you get from strength testing using expensive

equipment. It’s also one of the tests would-be American NFL (National Football League)

players take to impress talent scouts.

The standing long jump is a test football scouts use to assess explosive power.

We found no difference between boys and girls before they turn 12 (see graph below). Every

physical measure followed this pattern.
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Before the age of 12, boys and girls do just as well as each other in the standing long jump.

Author provided

How do our findings compare?

Other studies have had similar results. These have included ones testing muscle strength,

walking, jumping and balancing.

However, it’s difficult to directly compare data from one study to another, as different studies

have different sample sizes, include children of different age ranges, and assess different

measures. For example, we were the first to use the timed stairs test and stepping reaction

time to find what regular children were capable of.

Some studies found differences in physical capabilities between primary school-aged boys

and girls using the same types of tests we used. And others reported small differences in the

jump height of boys and girls aged 6-17 years but not with the long jump.
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These differences can in part be attributed to sampling methods that were limited to specific

age ranges or locations and socioeconomic backgrounds, the latter potentially having a

significant impact on physical health and activity.

By contrast, the children in our research were generally representative of the Australian

population, using data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics about socioeconomic status,

ethnicity and body mass index.

What do our findings mean for kids, coaches and
parents?

There is no consensus across schools or among different sports about mixed-gender sports

for primary school children.

For instance, boys and girls compete separately in most local Little Athletics after age five but

field hockey can have mixed gender teams until age 17.

And in tennis, primary school-aged girls and boys play separately in singles matches but can

play against each other in mixed doubles.

Our findings support the push for boys and girls to compete in mixed sporting teams until the

end of primary school, after which the hormonal changes of puberty mean boys tend to

perform better in sports and tasks requiring strength and speed.

Read more: Our 'sporting nation' is a myth, so how do we get youngsters back on the

field?

There are also some practical advantages to mixed sport in primary school and in weekend

competitions:

fewer scheduling conflicts for councils (allowing school and sport administrations to fit

games more conveniently into busy sporting venues)
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fewer clubs or organisations to share already stretched government and private sector

funding

consolidation of coaching and manager talent, and most importantly

fewer parent-taxi drop offs.

Perhaps perceived differences in physical capability between boys and girls are based on

outdated gender stereotypes that appear at birth, when some boys are given their first footy

and some girls their first doll.

But whatever the origin of the idea young boys are physically more capable than young girls,

the evidence is clear. Boys “play like a girl”, and that’s certainly no insult.

Want to write?

Write an article and join a growing community of more than 166,600 academics and

researchers from 4,655 institutions.

Register now

Generated with Reader Mode
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Jane Doe, by her next friends and parents, Helen Doe and James Doe; 
and Megan Roe, by her next friends and parents, Kate Roe and Robert Roe 
 
.v. 
 
Thomas C. Horne, in his official capacity as State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction; 
Laura Toenjes, in her official capacity as Superintendent of Kyrene School District; 
Kyrene School District; 
The Gregory School; 
Arizona Interscholastic Association, Inc. 
 
Case 4:23-cv-00185-JGZ 
 
Expert witness statement 
Emma Hilton, PhD 
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1. Qualifications and experience 
1.1. I am Emma Hilton. I am a postdoctoral researcher in developmental biology—the study 

of how embryos grow and how individuals mature—at the University of Manchester, UK, 
a world top 50 university.1 My short-form academic curriculum vitae is attached in 
Appendix 1. 

1.2. In 1999, I received my Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Warwick, UK, 
where I studied Biochemistry. My final year dissertation described research to identify a 
genetic cause of Sotos syndrome, a genetic disorder characterised by, among other 
features, prenatal and childhood bone overgrowth, leading to unusually-early peak 
height velocity, increased stature during childhood, and concurrent advanced bone age.2 
In 2004, I received my Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of Warwick, UK, 
having identified a gene regulatory mechanism that integrates molecular growth signals 
to specify the future tissue development of a particular region of the very early “ball-of-
cells” stage vertebrate embryo.3,4 

1.3. Since 2004, I have been employed as a developmental biologist at the University of 
Manchester, UK. My developmental biology career has focussed on the molecular 
mechanisms underpinning inherited genetic disorders in humans, including—but not 
limited to—those that differently affect males and females and those that affect 
neuromuscular development during embryo development.5 I am currently employed in a  
research programme to uncover the molecular development of the skin surface in 
tadpoles, which is the animal model I have systematically exploited to understand human 
development and disease.  

1.4. I have authored over 20 peer-reviewed publications in developmental biology and 
genetics journals, and have received over 1300 citations. My h-index is 17.6 I have 
contributed a chapter entry to a key medical textbook on genetic disorders.7 In 2007, I 
received the honour of being named as an Outstanding Young Investigator by the 
European Society of Human Genetics for my research on a sex-linked genetic disorder 
that causes first-trimester death in male fetuses.8 

1.5. Although not employed in a teaching role, I deliver an annual lecture to undergraduate 
medical students in genetic disorders, inheritance and the ethics of medical screening. I 
have previously delivered teaching to ophthalmology Masters students in eye 
development and genetic disorders of the eye, and to undergraduate dentistry students 
on craniofacial disorders. 

1.6. Developmental biology is not simply the study of specific processes in specific species 
(for example, as part of my current collaborative research, how a nerve makes a junction 
with a developing block of muscle to generate a functional movement unit.) The 
discipline of developmental biology operates on common principles: how regions are 
zoned; how cells “talk” to each other; how tissues and organs interact in synergistic or 
exclusive patterns; how such interactions proceed. These common principles apply to 

 
1 https://www.manchester.ac.uk/study/experience/reputation/rankings/ 
2 https://www.genomicseducation.hee.nhs.uk/genotes/knowledge-hub/sotos-syndrome/ 
3 Rex et al., 2002. Multiple interactions between maternally-activated signalling pathways control Xenopus nodal-
related genes. Int J Dev Biol 46: 217-226.  
4 Hilton et al., 2003. VegT activation of the early zygotic gene Xnr5 requires lifting of Tcf-mediated repression in 
the Xenopus blastula. Mech Dev 120(10): 1127-1138. 
5 https://www.research.manchester.ac.uk/portal/emma.hilton.html 
6 https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=A8zl2ggAAAAJ&hl=en 
7 Hilton et al., 2016. “The BCL6 corepressor (BCOR) and oculofaciocardiodental syndrome.” In Epstein’s Inborn 
Errors of Development: The Molecular Basis of Clinical Disorders of Morphogenesis. Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, UK. 
8 https://www.eshg.org/index.php?id=102 
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multiple events in the global development of all species. A solid understanding of such 
principles—as I have acquired over my 20-year career—permits any developmental 
biologist to quickly build a picture of developmental events outside of their specific 
research programme. The differentiation, development and patterning of the 
reproductive system and the physical changes induced during maturation are no 
exception for a trained developmental biologist. 

1.7. Over the past six years, I have deepened my academic knowledge of physical sex 
development in many species, particularly humans. Notably, my active research has 
always involved extensive sexing and breeding of animals, dissecting reproductive 
organs like male testes (frogs) and the female uterus (mice), and understanding 
reproductive issues in my animal colonies (for example, the loss of male sex 
characteristics with aging in frogs). As part of my previous research in a sex-linked 
genetic disorder, I have routinely visualised and analysed sex chromosome 
conformation in mice and humans.9 

1.8. My expertise in human sex development is increasingly recognised in an academic 
context. In 2021, I was invited by the editor to publish a letter in the official organ of the 
Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland, where I argued that, “Human sex is an 
observable, immutable, and important biological classification; it is a fundamental 
characteristic of our species, foundational to many biology disciplines, and a major 
differentiator in medical/health outcomes.”10 I am the invited lead author of a chapter on 
human sex development in an academic “primer” textbook to be published in August 
2023.11 Titled “Two sexes”, this peer-reviewed chapter describes the evolution trajectory 
of the two sexes in almost all complex species, the development of sexed anatomy in 
humans, and common myths regarding the phenomenon of sex. Although not yet 
published, the chapter text is attached in Appendix 2. Since 2022, I have delivered a 
seminar to undergraduate life sciences students in sex development and the long-term 
effects of sex hormones on the development of the human body. 

1.9. During my school years, I competed in interscholastic and regional competitions in judo, 
track running, netball, field hockey, cross-country and tennis. As an adult, I have 
completed two marathons. I currently participate in recreational sports, playing netball in 
single-sex and mixed-sex leagues, and weightlifting with a personal trainer. I am a sports 
fan.  

1.10. The relevance of developmental biology in sports performance has been typically 
underestimated, particularly in the context of transgender athletes. A long-standing 
assumption has been that hormonal intervention is sufficient to secure fairness when 
transgender women were included in female sports. I and Doctor Tommy Lundberg 
(Karolinska Institutet, SWE) challenged, for the first time in the academic literature, that 
assumption. In Hilton and Lundberg (2021),12 the peer-reviewed academic publication 
most relevant to this expert statement, we, “review[ed] how differences in biological 
characteristics between biological males and females affect sporting performance and 
assess[ed] whether evidence exists to support the assumption that testosterone 
suppression in transgender women removes the male performance advantage and thus 
delivers fair and safe competition.” We concluded that, “[T]he muscular advantage 

 
9 For example, Hilton et al. 2009. BCOR analysis in patients with OFCD and Lenz microphthalmia syndromes, 
mental retardation with ocular anomalies, and cardiac laterality defects. Eur J Hum Genet 17: 1325–1335. 
10 Hilton et al., 2021. The reality of sex. Ir J Med Sci 190: 1647. 
11 Hilton and Wright, 2023. “Two sexes.” In Sex and Gender: A Contemporary Reader. Routledge, Oxford, UK.  
12 Hilton and Lundberg, 2021. Transgender Women in the Female Category of Sport: Perspectives on 
Testosterone Suppression and Performance Advantage. Sports Medicine 51: 199–214. 
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enjoyed by transgender women is only minimally reduced when testosterone is 
suppressed.” 

1.11. In terms of impact (26th June 2023), we published our review in Sports Medicine, an 
international leader in sports and exercise medicine research, with a five-year impact 
factor of 13.671.13 Our Altmetric score is 5471, and our review is ranked 662 out of 23.9 
million academic articles published across all fields.14 It has already been cited 65 times 
in the academic literature,14 and also in scientific media including Nature.15 Hilton and 
Lundberg (2021) has been cited in the transgender athlete policies of British Triathlon,16 
British Cycling17 and World Rugby18 (which was used to formulate the transgender 
policies of England Rugby, Scottish Rugby and Welsh Rugby), and cited in the scientific 
reviews underpinning the policies of Union Cycliste Internationale19 and World 
Athletics.20 It was also cited by the UK Sports Council Equality Group in their influential 
policy document that highlighted the clash between fairness for female athletes and 
inclusion of transgender women athletes.21 In 2022, Hilton and Lundberg (2021) was 
cited in the US Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit, by Justice Lagoa in her specially 
concurring opinion in Adams .v. School Board of St. Johns County, Florida.22 Also in 
2022, we were cited in a literature review on transgender athletes, published by the UK 
Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, intended to brief UK Members of 
Parliament on topical issues.23 Finally, Hilton and Lundberg (2021) is cited in the findings 
of the Fifty-fifth Legislature of the State of Arizona in Senate Bill 1165 (SB1165; the 
legislation relevant to this case). 

1.12. In 2021, I was invited to author a policy review by the Canadian Macdonald-Laurier 
Institute.24 This policy document is a review of the individual authors’ peer-reviewed 
publications and expert knowledge; it was not itself peer-reviewed by the academic 
community. In this policy document, we review the importance of sex categories in sport, 
synthesising knowledge across developmental biology, the physiology of transgender 
women, and sports philosophy. We conclude that a female category that excludes all 
males, regardless of gender identity, is philosophically coherent in terms of category 
definition and necessary to ensure everyone can compete fairly and fully. We argue it is 
reasonable for female athletes to expect that their rights will be upheld by the institutions 
and procedures of their sports. 

1.13. I have been asked to consult with various UK and international sporting bodies seeking 
advice on policy formation. Many such meetings have been held under conditions of 
anonymity. In February 2020, I was invited, alongside world experts in transgender 
endocrinology, sports science and ethics, by World Rugby to give evidence to the 

 
13 https://www.springer.com/journal/40279 
14 https://link.altmetric.com/details/95647691 
15 Photopoulos, 2021. The future of sex in elite sport. Nature 592: S12-15. 
16 https://www.britishtriathlon.org/britain/documents/about/edi/transgender-policy-effective-from-01-jan-2023.pdf 
17 https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/zuvvi/media/Transgender_and_Non-Binary_Policy_-_FAQs.pdf 
18 https://www.world.rugby/the-game/player-welfare/guidelines/transgender/faqs 
19 
https://assets.ctfassets.net/761l7gh5x5an/4gHOE5EpVItQux9kf39XYC/5c52616af086bdf2c9731679f213c1cd/The
_current_knowledge_on_the_effects_of_gender-
affirming_treatment_on_the_markers_of_performance_in_transgender_female_cycli.pdf 
20 Not publicly available. 
21 https://www.uksport.gov.uk/news/2021/09/30/transgender-inclusion-in-domestic-sport; Sports Council Equality 
Group Guidance for Transgender Inclusion in Domestic Sport, 2021. 
22 https://aboutblaw.com/6fe 
23 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-0683/POST-PN-0683.pdf 
24 Pike, Hilton and Howe, 2021. Fair Game: Biology, Fairness and Transgender Athletes in Women’s Sport. 
Macdonald-Laurier Institute, Canada. 
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Transgender Working Group, which was tasked with reviewing their regulations for 
inclusion of transgender women in female categories in elite international competition.25 
After an extensive, ‘mock courtroom/adversarial’ consultation process, World Rugby 
determined that female categories can only be safe and fair if males, regardless of 
gender identity, are excluded from female categories. During 2021, I was consulted as 
part of a policy project by the UK Sports Council Equality Group.26 In July 2022, I was 
invited to present to the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Commission of World Triathlon, 
who subsequently tightened restrictions on transgender women athletes in the female 
category.27 

1.14. In December 2021, I participated in an online academic seminar hosted by Sports 
Resolutions, alongside David Grevemberg, the managing director of the Commonwealth 
Games Federation.28 In April 2022, I was invited to speak at the Canadian Academy of 
Sport and Exercise Medicine 2022 Annual Conference, on the topic of transgender 
athletes, fairness and eligibility.29 In November 2022, I was invited to speak at the Royal 
Academy of Medicine (UK), alongside Richard Budgett, the medical director of the 
International Olympic Committee.30 In March 2023, I was invited to speak at the 19th 
World Congress of the International Academy of Human Reproduction, on the topic of 
transgender athletes in sports.31 

1.15. Beyond academic activities, I am a vocal advocate for fairness in female sport, and have 
presented my research findings and arguments in various formats. In January 2021, I 
was appointed as a board member of Sex Matters, a UK-based human rights group who 
lobby for clarity on the protected characteristic of sex in law and in institutions.32 
Examples of my outputs for Sex Matters include formal responses to sports policy 
consultations.33 I offer advice and input to other resources produced by employees. I 
vote on board-level decisions regarding strategy, expenditure, employment decisions 
and other typical administrative duties. My position with Sex Matters is unpaid and my 
work is voluntary. I receive compensation for travel, food and accommodation at 
meetings and events. 

1.16. Other examples of advocacy include the first presentation of my research findings and 
arguments in July 2019 at an event organised by two feminist groups, A Woman’s Place 
UK and FairPlay For Women.34 In this presentation, I mapped the timeline of policy 
development by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) with the concurrent scientific 
data. I was—and remain—strongly critical of the IOC policy development trajectory. In 
April 2022, I was invited to speak at a private meeting at the UK House of Lords (for 
which I was compensated for travel costs), and wrote a house-wide briefing pack. I have 
been invited to consult with athlete groups like the US-based Women’s Sports Policy 

 
25 https://www.world.rugby/news/563437/landmark-world-rugby-transgender-workshop-important-step-towards-
appropriate-rugby-specific-policy; World Rugby Transgender Guidelines, 2020. 
26 https://www.uksport.gov.uk/news/2021/09/30/transgender-inclusion-in-domestic-sport; Sports Council Equality 
Group Guidance for Transgender Inclusion in Domestic Sport, 2021. 
27 https://www.triathlon.org/news/article/transgender_policy_process 
28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbE9aEo8ypA 
29 https://casem-acmse.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ENG_CASEM-AQMSE-Quebec-2022-CASEM-AQMSE-
1.pdf 
30 https://www.mededucare.com/_files/ugd/70d91e_b49fb63fc9574bac9ce9c34bfac298a9.pdf 
31 https://hr2023.humanrepacademy.org/scientific-program/ 
32 https://sex-matters.org/about/emma-hilton-phd/ 
33 For example: https://sex-matters.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Sex-Matters-British-Cycling-policy-
response.pdf 
34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzg9QtQelR8 
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Working Group35 and the Independent Council on Women’s Sport (ICONS).36 For the 
latter, I presented at their inaugural event in Las Vegas in June 2022, and I am due to 
present again in Denver in July 2023. I received compensation for travel, food and 
accommodation at the inaugural ICONS event. 

1.17. I have been interviewed in the UK media on several occasions, including on BBC Radio 
4 and BBC Radio 5 Live Sport. I have published opinion pieces in the mainstream media, 
including the Wall Street Journal (on the harms arising from denial of the biological reality 
of sex).37 Most recently, I wrote with Professor David Handelsman, an international 
expert in the pharmacology of androgens and expert witness for World Athletics.38 

1.18. I have been asked by the legal team for the Arizona Superintendent of Public Instruction 
to provide my expert scientific opinion on the need for a protected female sports 
category, and the loss of fairness for female athletes arising from the inclusion of 
transgender girls and transgender women in competitive school sports. In preparation 
for this case, I have read Senate Bill 1165 (SB1165). My understanding of SB1165 is 
that sports teams within public schools (or in schools engaged in competitive sports 
against public schools) will be designated by sex as male or female, or designated as 
mixed-sex. Female-designated teams will exclude male athletes. An effect of SB1165 is 
the exclusion of transgender girls from teams designated as female-only. I understand 
that transgender girls are free to participate in male-designated and mixed-sex teams.  

1.19. I am currently retained to provide expert scientific opinion for the State of Indiana and 
the State of Utah. There is no conflict of interest to declare. 

1.20. The opinions put forward in this statement are my own, grounded in my education and 
scientific expertise, and do not necessarily reflect those of my employer, the University 
of Manchester, UK. I will make no personal, social, sporting or academic gains from the 
opinion I present here. 

1.21. I am being compensated for my time researching and preparing this report at a rate of 
$400 USD per hour. I will be compensated for deposition at a rate of $450 USD per hour. 
My compensation does not depend on the outcome of this litigation. 
 

  

 
35 https://womenssportspolicy.org/ 
36 https://www.iconswomen.com 
37 https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-dangerous-denial-of-sex-11581638089 
38 https://amp.theaustralian.com.au/sport/what-science-tells-us-about-transgender-women-athletes/news-
story/cb8b7a30f68745a3fa65442b7ff15694 
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2. Summary of expert witness statement  
2.1. Male development, driven by both genetics and hormones, delivers structural 

differences (compared with females) from as early as first trimester gestation. Physical 
differences between males and females that matter for athletic sports are detectable in 
utero, during childhood, and then cemented during puberty.  

2.2. Male athletic advantage over female peers in adolescence and adulthood is undisputed. 
In childhood, male athletic advantage over female peers is evident across track and field 
events from 8 years old onwards Males systematically outperform their female peers 
from 8 years old at a frequency that is vanishingly unlikely to result by chance.   

2.3. Protected female sports categories are justified to protect fairness (and, discipline-
dependent, safety) for female athletes, who, by virtue of typical female development, do 
not benefit from male development and thus male athletic advantage. This includes 
protected categories for young female athletes.   

2.4. The suppression of testosterone post-puberty in transgender women does not appear 
to affect skeletal proportions and reduces acquired muscle mass by only a modest 
amount. The sparse evidence regarding musculoskeletal metrics in transgender girls 
who have blocked or partially-blocked puberty reveals metrics like height far exceeding 
those of typical females. 

2.5. It is my professional opinion that the State of Arizona is justified in protecting fairness for 
female athletes in interscholastic sports competition by restricting from those female 
categories transgender girls and transgender women, because those individuals will 
have acquired male athletic advantage by virtue of biological development, and 
acquisition of male athletic advantage is not entirely removed by either puberty blockers 
and/or testosterone suppression post-puberty. 
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3. Sex and gender identity  
3.1. Sex is an evolved system function common to almost all complex life on earth. Across 

the natural world, the words “male” and “female” pertain to the two specific reproductive 
functions within a system of sexual reproduction that proceeds via two differently-
specialised gamete types. They are words used to describe cells, tissues, organs and/or 
entire individuals that have a physical role in the contribution of small gametes (like 
sperm) or large gametes (like ova), respectively, to the next generation. “Male” and 
“female” describe the biology of reproduction and I use these words as neutral 
descriptions of reproductive biology. 

3.2. In humans (and indeed, in almost all animals and many plants), the two reproductive 
functions are divided between two classes of individual, with each class possessing a 
distinct and specialised molecular and anatomical pattern corresponding to one of the 
two reproductive functions. In humans, there are two sexes. 

3.3. During embryonic development in utero, males and females develop sex-specific 
primary sex characteristics that have evolved to facilitate function during future 
reproduction. In humans, healthy male anatomy comprises gonads in the form of 
external testes (also called testicles) that will make sperm, internal genital structures like 
the vas deferens (that carries sperm from the testicles to penis) and external genitalia in 
the form of a penis and scrotum. In contrast, healthy female anatomy comprises gonads 
in the form of internal ovaries that will make eggs, internal genital structures like a uterus 
and vagina, and external genitalia in the form of a vulva, incorporating the clitoris. 

3.4. The various parts of the reproductive anatomy of a healthy baby (gonad type, internal 
genitalia, external genitalia) develop as a system in a regulated and coordinated 
sequence of events. The sex of a baby is routinely and reliably learned or observed—
not “assigned”, which implies an element of choice or arbitrariness—at birth by visual 
and palpable39 assessment of external genitalia, which is a highly-sensitive marker for 
the whole system. 

3.5. The above descriptions of primary sex are standard, appearing in dictionaries,40 key 
biology textbooks,41 academic publications42 and medical consensus statements like 
that issued by the Endocrine Society in 2021.43 By these standard descriptions of sex, 
transgender girls and transgender women are biologically male and not biologically 
female.  

3.6. Transgender girls and transgender women feel deep distress and discomfort with their 
male sex (“gender dysphoria”) and claim a sense of identification with the female sex 
(via “gender identity”). The assertion that “everyone has a gender identity” (Shumer 
declaration, 18) is contradicted by the personal testimonies of people, including myself, 
who do not experience a gender identity and the delineation of the concept of ‘agender’, 
which describes “identifying as having no gender” (quoted from Shumer declaration in 
Flack et al. .v. Wisconsin Department Of Health Services).44 It appears incoherent to 

 
39 “Palpable” means, roughly, “detect by touching”. This assessment is typically used to confirm the healthy 
descent of testes in male babies.    
40 Examples include: Oxford English Dictionary; Merriam-Webster Dictionary.  
41 Examples include: Baresi and Gilbert, 2020. Developmental Biology. Oxford University Press, UK; Wolpert, 
Tickle and Martinez Arias. Principles of Development. Oxford University Press, UK.   
42 Academic publications defining sex, actively researching sex or incidentally dependent on these understandings 
of sex are too numerous to consider. For example, a search on the scientific publication database PubMed for 
only “male [AND] sperm” (that is, not an exhaustive search) retrieves over 100,000 results, including multiple 
results from Nobel Laureates in Physiology or Medicine, and from a huge array of biology and medical disciplines.   
43 Barghava et al., 2021. Considering Sex as a Biological Variable in Basic and Clinical Studies: An Endocrine 
Society Scientific Statement. Endocrine Reviews, 42(3): 219-258. 
44 http://files.eqcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/170-Shumer-Expert-Witness-Report.pdf 
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argue that everyone has a gender identity while recognising the existence of being 
‘agender’.  

3.7. I am scientifically-neutral to the possibility that “gender identity has a strong biological 
basis” (Shumer declaration, 19 and 22). I do not consider gender identity to be a 
component of sex, which denotes one’s physical reproductive development and 
reproductive role. Even if it is true that gender identity is in some way biological in basis, 
gender identity is irrelevant to eligibility for sporting categories based on sex. The 
premise that, in transgender people, sex “designation turns out to be inaccurate because 
it does not reflect the person’s gender identity” (Shumer declaration, 27) creates a 
contradiction where gender identity is asserted as a feature of sex (Shumer declaration, 
26) yet is an identity that exists by reference to one’s sex (Shumer declaration, 25, 
decouples gender identity from “birth sex”).   

3.8. Disorders of sex development (DSDs), where the development of reproductive anatomy 
is atypical or disrupted,45 are very rare46 but frequently used to argue that sex in humans 
cannot be described as simply male and female. While it is true that, rarely even within 
DSDs, the sex of some individuals is difficult to classify, this is irrelevant when 
considering the sex of transgender people, who do not typically have DSDs. 

  

 
45 For example: Arboleda et al., 2014. DSDs: genetics, underlying pathologies and psychosexual differentiation. 
Nature Reviews Endocrinology 10(10): 603-615. 
46 Sax, 2002. How common is lntersex? A response to Anne Fausto‐Sterling. Journal of Sex Research 39 (3): 
174-178. 
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4. Sex and somatic growth 
4.1. Beyond differences in reproductive anatomy, males and females differ in somatic (non-

reproductive) physical characteristics. Somatic differences first emerge in utero, are 
evident at birth, and are further cemented during puberty. 

4.2. Small differences in average body length (measured as head-bottom length) can be 
detected by ultrasound from the first trimester of pregnancy, when males are already 
slightly longer than females.47 Larger average skull diameter in male fetuses at twenty 
weeks has been reported.48 Gestational growth charts track not just higher male values 
for skull diameter but also higher abdominal circumference and estimated fetal weight.49 
Analysis of growth charts50 for male and female infants reveals that, at birth, males are, 
on average, slightly longer and heavier than females. 

4.3. In a large study of male and female fetuses and newborns, Broer-Brown et al (2016) 
concluded that, “Sex affects both fetal as well as infant growth. Besides body size, also 
body proportions differ between males and females with different growth patterns.”51 
Although the magnitude of size differences in utero and at birth are small, they are 
consistently-different between males and females; indeed, sex is considered necessary 
to clinically assess fetal growth with accuracy.52 

4.4. Males are consistently 1-2 cm taller than females between 0-10 years old. Boys at 10 
years old also have a larger vertebral cross-sectional area (larger spinal columns) than 
girls.53 Girls enter puberty earlier than boys, typically around 10 years old, and the growth 
spurt associated with earlier pubertal onset accounts for taller female height between 
10-14 years old. Boys catch up and overtake girls in height at around 14 years old. 

4.5. At puberty, both sexes undergo rapid somatic changes as they mature in preparation for 
reproduction, leading to measurably different adult body shapes (‘sexual dimorphism’).54 
Many male secondary sex characteristics are rooted in our evolutionary history of male 
fighting ability, displays of strength and competition for mates55 and become increasingly 
evident as puberty progresses. 

4.6. When—briefly—considering sexually-dimorphic physical characteristics in males 
compared with females, adolescent and adult males are typically taller with wider 
shoulders, longer limbs and longer digits. They have larger and denser muscle mass, 
reduced fat mass, different distributions of muscle and fat, and stiffer connective tissue. 

 
47 Pedersen, 1980. Ultrasound evidence of sexual difference in fetal size in first trimester. British Medical Journal 
281(6250): 1253. 
48 Persson et al., 1978. Impact of fetal and maternal factors on the normal growth of the biparietal diameter. 
Scandinavian Association of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists 78: 21-27. 
49 Schwartzler et al., 2004. Sex-specific antenatal reference growth charts for uncomplicated singleton 
pregnancies at 15–40 weeks of gestation. Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynaecology 23(1): 23-29.   
50 For example: World Health Organisation https://www.who.int/tools/child-growth-standards/standards; Centre for 
Disease Control https://www.cdc.gov/growthcharts/clinical_charts.htm; Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 
Health https://www.rcpch.ac.uk/resources/growth-charts 
51 Broere-Brown et al, 2016. Sex-specific differences in fetal and infant growth patterns: a prospective population-
based cohort study. Biology of Sex Differences 7: 65. 
52 Galjaard et al., 2019. Sex differences in fetal growth and immediate birth outcomes in a low-risk Caucasian 
population. Biology of Sex Differences 10: 48. 
53 Gilsanz et al., 1997. Differential Effect of Gender on the Sizes of the Bones in the Axial and Appendicular 
Skeletons. Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 82(5): 1603-1607.  
54 For example: Darwin, C. The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex. London: Murray, 1871; Well, 
2007. Sexual dimorphism of body composition. Best Practice and Research Clinical Endocrinology and 
Metabolism 21(3): 415-430.  
55 For example: Morris et al., 2020. Sexual dimorphism in human arm power and force: implications for sexual 
selection on fighting ability. Journal Of Experimental Biology 223(2): 212365; Puts, 2010. Beauty and the beast: 
mechanisms of sexual selection in humans. Evolution And Human Behaviour 31(3): 157-175. 
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They have higher amounts of haemoglobin (the molecule that carries oxygen in blood), 
and larger hearts and lungs.56  

4.7. The above is a non-exhaustive list of sexually-dimorphic differences between males and 
females, which could number into the thousands, and include, for example, the fine 
architecture of muscle tissue like proportions of cell type (fibre type, stem cell 
populations), cell morphology (numbers of nuclei, amounts of myoglobin) and some 
3000 muscle-specific gene expression differences,57 to the minutiae of different visual 
perception, hand-eye coordination and tracking capacity.58 
 

  

 
56 Reviewed in: Hilton and Lundberg, 2021. Transgender Women in the Female Category of Sport: Perspectives 
on Testosterone Suppression and Performance Advantage. Sports Medicine 51, 199–214 (and references 
therein). 
57 Haizlip et al., 2014. Sex-Based Differences in Skeletal Muscle Kinetics and Fiber-Type Composition. Physiology 
(30)1: 30-39.  
58 For example: Mathew et al., 2020. Sex differences in visuomotor tracking. Scientific Reports 10: 11863. 
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5. Genetics, hormones and development 
5.1. Sex differentiation is initiated in utero by the presence or absence of a gene called SRY, 

typically carried on the Y chromosome, and triggering bipotential gonad development 
into testes or ovaries in males or females, respectively.59 The developing gonads, in 
conjunction with other tissues, establish sex-specific hormonal milieu that, in concert 
with hormones produced elsewhere, are involved in ongoing male or female physical 
development.60 

5.2. It is often assumed that hormones are the driver of all physical sex differences 
downstream of gonad differentiation.61 However, analysis of sex-specific genetic 
architecture in adults reveals some 6500 differences in gene expression, likely to 
influence development and function outside of hormone effects.62 Indeed, that “every 
cell has a sex” dependent on genetics and independent of hormones is recognised and 
increasingly of scientific interest.63 REF IOC paper analysis 

5.3. A key hormone generating physical differences between males and females is 
testosterone. Males are exposed to testosterone at three stages of development: 1. in 
utero; 2. in the post-natal ‘minipuberty’ period; and, 3. during classic puberty (Figure 1, 
solid line64). Thus, there is an ongoing pattern of differential exposure to testosterone 
during the development of males and females. 
 
Figure 1. “The three endocrine puberties in boys.” 
From Becker and Hesse (2020), with permission from S. Karger AG, Basel, CHE 

 
 

5.4. In utero, testosterone and derived dihydrotestosterone (DHT) are involved in the 
development of male reproductive anatomy. Testosterone is primarily produced by the 
male testes.65 Testosterone promotes the formation of the vas deferens and other male 
internal genital structures, while DHT is necessary for the development of the penis and 
prostate gland.66 The effect of testosterone on somatic development in utero does not 
appear to be meaningful, and sex differences in fetal size appear unrelated to hormones 

 
59 Sekido and Lovell-Badge, 2013. Genetic control of testis development. Sexual Development 7:21-32. 
60 Nussey and Whitehead, 2001. Endocrinology: An Integrated Approach. BIOS Scientific Publishers, Oxford, UK. 
61 Lovell-Badge, 1993. Sex determining gene expression during embryogenesis. Philosophical Transactions of 
The Royal Society (Biological Sciences) 339: 159-164. 
62 Gershoni and Pietrokovski, 2017. The landscape of sex-differential transcriptome and its consequent selection 
in human adults. BMC Biology 15(1): 7. 
63 For example: Shah et al., 2014. Do you know the sex of your cells? American Journal of Physiology (Cell 
Physiology) 306(1): C3-C18; Ainsworth, 2017. Sex and the single cell. Nature 550: S6-S8. 
64 Becker and Hesse, 2020. Minipuberty: Why Does it Happen? Hormone Research in Paediatrics 93(2): 76-84.  
65 Richmond and Rogol, 2007. Male pubertal development and the role of androgen therapy. Nature Clinical 
Practice Endocrinology and Metabolism 3(4): 338-344. 
66 Theakston, 2020. Development of the Reproductive System https://teachmeanatomy.info/the-
basics/embryology/reproductive-system 
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but related rather to the sex-specific genetics of maternal-placental interactions with a 
male fetus, which affect, for example, nutrient exchange.67 

5.5 In the post-natal minipuberty period between 1 week to 6 months of age, transient 
activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis means males are exposed to a 
corresponding burst of testosterone.68 This burst of testosterone supports male penis 
and testes growth,69 and is associated with higher growth velocity in the first six months 
of life,70 higher weight gain, lower acquisition of body fat and lower body mass index.71 
The transient exposure to testosterone in minipuberty is an excellent candidate to 
explain the well-established structural differences between males and females in 
childhood described in Section 4. 

5.6 At puberty, males experience levels of testosterone up to 20 times greater than in 
females, driving development during the ensuing teenage years of male secondary sex 
characteristics.72 The effects of testosterone on male somatic growth during puberty are 
well-characterised and hardly require repeating here.73  
 

  

 
67 Buckberry et al., 2014. Integrative transcriptome meta-analysis reveals widespread sex-biased gene expression 
at the human fetal–maternal interface. Molecular Human Reproduction 20(8): 810-819. 
68 Lanciotti et al., 2018. Up-To-Date Review About Minipuberty and Overview on Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Gonadal 
Axis Activation in Fetal and Neonatal Life. Frontiers in Endocrinology 9: 410. 
69 Boas et al., 2006. Postnatal penile length and growth rate correlate to serum testosterone levels: a longitudinal 
study of 1962 normal boys. European Journal of Endocrinology 154(1): 125-129.  
70 Kiviranta et al., 2016. Transient Postnatal Gonadal Activation and Growth Velocity in Infancy. Pediatrics 138(1): 
e20153561. 
71 Becker et al., 2015. Hormonal ‘minipuberty’ influences the somatic development of boys but not of girls up to 
the age of 6 years. Clinical Endocrinology 83: 694-701. 
72 Handelsman et al., 2018. Circulating Testosterone as the Hormonal Basis of Sex Differences in Athletic 
Performance. Endocrine Reviews 39(5): 803-829. 
73 Reviewed in, for example: Hiort, 2002. Androgens and puberty. Best Practice and Research Clinical 
Endocrinology and Metabolism 16(1): 31-41; Richmond and Rogol, 2007. Male pubertal development and the role 
of androgen therapy. Nature Clinical Practice Endocrinology and Metabolism 3(4): 338-344. 
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muscles and more delicate brain structures.81 A study of sex differences in cultured 
nerve cells has shown that, compared with male neurons, female neurons have a 
smaller cross-section and contain fewer, less-dense structural “fibres”; female neurons 
are more easily damaged when subject to stretch trauma, and they exhibit higher injury 
responses post-trauma.82 Female athletes have a higher incidence of anterior cruciate 
ligament injury than males and poorer response to injury-prevention programmes, well-
studied in soccer and typically attributed to female lower body anatomy (hip width, 
muscle ratio, joint flexibility).83   
 

  

 
81 www.rugbypass.com/news/long-term-brain-damage-could-be-a-significantly-bigger-issue-in-womens-rugby-
than-mens-says-lead-concussion-doctor/ 
82 Dollé et al., 2018. Newfound sex differences in axonal structure underlie differential outcomes from in vitro 
traumatic axonal injury. Exp Neurol 300:121-134. 
83 Crossley et al., 2020. Making football safer for women: a systematic review and meta-analysis of injury 
prevention programmes in 11 773 female football (soccer) players. British Journal of Sports Medicine 54: 1089-
1098. 
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Figure 10. The male advantage over females at the Kyrene District Track and Field 
Championship, held in April 2023. 
Abbreviations: m – metres, h – hurdles, SMR – sprint medley relay 

 
 
Figure 11. The frequency of male versus female “wins” across the pool of events 
at the Kyrene District Track and Field Championship, held in April 2023.  
Abbreviations: p – probability 

 
 

7.18 The second middle-school competition I analysed was the Kyrene Aprende Middle 
School Track and Field meet, held in July 2022.93 Middle-schoolers participated in 12 
events; however, the girls’ times for the 800 m and 1600 m were not recorded on the 
scoresheets so I was unable to include these in my analysis. I calculated the male 
advantage for the matched winners in the remaining 10 events. These data are shown 
in Figure 12. In this single school athletics meet, male advantage was evident in all 
events except the shot put, where the apparent female advantage was an unexpectedly 
large 14.8 %. 
 
Figure 12. The male advantage over females at the Kyrene Aprende Middle School 
Track and Field meet, held in July 2022. 
Abbreviations: m – metres, h – hurdles 

 

 
93 https://www.kyrene.org/Page/55102 
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physical activity.94 However, despite suggesting that childhood performance gaps are 
possibly social in origin, Thomas and French (1985) identify an extremely large gap in 
throwing differences, evident from age 3 years old, that are “unlikely to be completely 
environmentally caused” and are unlikely, based on biological factors, to be eliminated 
by training. The performance gap in international and national track and field records, 
evident even before puberty, somewhat controls for this socialisation effect, given that 
one might expect engaged, sporty girls to be as well-trained as their male peers.  
 

  

 
94 For example: Thomas and French, 1985. Gender differences across age in motor performance a meta-analysis. 
Psychol Bull 98(2):260-282. 
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8 Sports categories and concepts of advantage 
8.1 Sports where performance or competitor safety is affected by sex routinely employ a 

protected female category that excludes males, to secure fairness for (and, discipline-
dependent, safety of) female athletes. This separation on the basis of sex in pursuit of 
fair, safe sports and sporting opportunities for female athletes is permissible under much 
national equality legislation, including, for example, the UK Equality Act 2010.95  

8.2 Misunderstandings regarding the nature of categories and advantage are common. 
Sports categories control for baseline physiological differences in sex, age, and 
impairment (and occasionally weight) that affect results or outcomes independently of 
the characteristics sporting competition seeks to reward: talent, strategy, training and 
dedication. Various initiatives like leagues, which operate alongside categories, exist to 
permit participation of those with different amounts of talent, strategy, training and 
dedication.  

8.3 Categories are rationalised on biological principles, understanding what effect factors 
like sex and age have on the human body. They exist to ensure physiological “bonuses” 
(being male, being young) do not obscure outcomes that should depend on talent, 
strategy, training, and dedication. It is via categories that fairness is achieved, and we 
ensure that winning opportunities for the more talented athlete—a fundamental 
characteristic of sport—are preserved. Protected categories like the female category are 
a necessary inclusion measure to ensure females have an equal opportunity to compete 
in sports.   

8.4 Advantage exists regardless of magnitude. Indeed, sports bodies have a history of 
regulating for even very small advantages. For example, inside lane track runners closer 
to the traditional start gun hear the gun more quickly and more loudly than those in 
outside lanes, offering them a small kind of advantage unavailable to the whole field. To 
combat this advantage, worth around 150 milliseconds in a staggered start of a 400m 
track, runners typically now start races via a loudspeaker at each block.96 Even if an 
apparent advantage is small, a category or rule operates to exclude any quantity of it.  

8.5 A common argument is to frame ‘advantage’ as simply a property of results (for example, 
any person who is faster than any other has ‘advantage’, while people who are equally 
fast are said to be fairly-matched), one undermines the very existence of categories. The 
logical outcome is sports organised not to reward talent but to reward a combination of 
talent and talent-independent physical properties that together deliver a winning 
outcome. In such a framework, almost all sports at every competitive level will be 
dominated by able-bodied males aged around 20-35 years old.  

8.6 What has traditionally been described as a “girl’s/women’s category” is more precisely 
understood as a category for females that excludes males who have acquired any 
magnitude of male athletic advantage by virtue of biology, regardless of performance 
relative to the female field. The ineligibility of those with any male advantage is 
necessary to maintain the integrity of the female sports category. 

8.7 Puberty, where we see a sharp divergence of male and female athletic performance, is 
typically regarded as the age at which a protected female category becomes necessary. 
I believe, given the evidence I have presented in Section 7 that demonstrates male 
advantage in childhood, that is justified from pre-puberty ages to institute a protected 
female category that excludes any male advantage, should fairness for young female 
athletes be a priority for regulators. 
 

 
95 UK Equality Act 2010, Part 14, Section 195.  
96 Holmes, 2008. Olympic start gun gives inside runners an edge. New Scientist, 23rd June 2008.  
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9 Treatment of transgender girls and transgender women 
9.1 Transgender girls and transgender women may take social, pharmaceutical and/or 

surgical steps to be perceived and treated as if they were female. In adulthood, 
transgender women may opt for testosterone suppression (for example, via 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone [GnRH] agonists, spironolactone or cyproterone 
acetate) then/or surgical removal of the testes; both of these interventions have the 
effect of lowering testosterone levels to those of females97 and reducing the functional 
or visual impact of male physical characteristics. Estrogen supplementation typically 
promotes feminisation of, for example, breast tissue.98 

9.2 Early pharmaceutical interventions in transgender girls may involve blocking male 
puberty via GnRH agonists (“puberty blockers”), administered after the onset of puberty 
(at least Tanner stage 2; in male children, the appearance of pubic hair, increase in 
testicular volume and reddening of scrotum skin).99 This is typically followed by a regime 
of cross-sex hormones from 16 years old.  

9.3 Many children reporting gender dysphoria or incongruent gender identity desist; that is, 
gender identity issues resolve with puberty.100 For this reason, puberty blockers are not 
administered until after the onset of puberty and there is observed demonstrable 
persistence of gender identity issues. Furthermore, the reported effects and side-effects 
of puberty blockers are serious, including long-term effects on bone growth, brain 
development, fertility and sexual function, and short-term effects like headaches, hot 
flashes, mood swings, and depression and anxiety,101 necessitating caution with their 
prescription. 

9.4 Considering the potential for medical harm while outcomes remain uncertain, many 
jurisdictions have cautioned against or restricted the use of puberty blockers in children, 
including the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare,102 the Finnish Health 
Authority,103 the French National Academy of Medicine104 and the Norwegian Healthcare 
Investigation Board.105 The UK NHS has recently restricted puberty blockers within 
clnical research.106 Pioneers of the original protocol for treatment of childhood dysphoria 
have advocated re-evaluation considering the rapidly-changing cohort demographics.107  
 

 
97 Nishiyama, 2014. Serum testosterone levels after medical or surgical androgen deprivation: a comprehensive 
review of the literature. Urologic Oncology 32(1): 38.e17-28. 
98 Unger, 2016. Hormone therapy for transgender patients. Translational Andrology and Urology. 5(6): 877-884. 
99 Puberty progression is assessed using “Tanner staging”, which describes the typical physical changes in boys 
and girls using landmarks of external genitalia in males (testicular volume, penis length and skin appearance), 
quantity and coarseness of pubic hair in both sexes, and breast development in girls. In males, Tanner stage 2 
indicates the first signs of puberty, around the age of 11 years old, comprising the appearance of downy pubic 
hair, an increase in testicular volume and reddening of the scrotum skin. At Tanner stage 3, around the age of 13 
years old, the penis begins to grow in length. Testicular volume increase and penis growth continues during later 
stages, and pubic hair becomes course and curly. For more information, see: 
https://childgrowthfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Puberty-and-Tanner-Stages_v2.0.pdf 
100 Wallien and Cohen-Kettanis, 2008. Psychosexual outcome of gender-dysphoric children. Journal of the 
American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 47(12): 1413-1423. 
101 Reported by various healthcare providers, for example: Mayo Clinic, NHS, St. Louis Children’s Hospital.  
102 https://www.socialstyrelsen.se/globalassets/sharepoint-dokument/artikelkatalog/kunskapsstod/2022-3-7799.pdf 
103 https://palveluvalikoima.fi/documents/1237350/22895838/Summary+transgender.pdf/2cc3f053-2e34-39ce-
4e21-becd685b3044/Summary+transgender.pdf?t=1592318543000 
104 https://segm.org/sites/default/files/22.2.25-Communique-PCRA-19-Medecine-et-transidentite-genre.pdf 
105 https://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/380/bmj.p697.full.pdf 
106 https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Interim-service-specification-for-Specialist-Gender-
Incongruence-Services-for-Children-and-Young-People.pdf 
107 de Vries, 2020. Challenges in Timing Puberty Suppression for Gender-Nonconforming Adolescents. Pediatrics 
146(4): e2020010611. 
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9.5 When prescribed as above, puberty blockers do not, by definition, block the entirety of 
male puberty. They do not block any hormone-derived pre-puberty effects on male 
development. They are unlikely to interfere with genetic effects on male development. 
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10 Transgender women in sport 
10.1 Given the role of testosterone in the development of the male characteristics that matter 

for sporting performance, and bearing in mind the typical pharmaceutical and medical 
treatment sought by transgender girls and transgender women, the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) and other sporting federations have historically sought to 
include transgender women in female sports by regulating levels of testosterone prior to 
inclusion in female competition.108 More recently, the IOC have suggested that 
“testosterone levels could be investigated as a means to mitigate performance” in 
transgender women.109 It is inferred that the IOC believe testosterone suppression may 
be sufficient to remove the male performance advantage provided by male-typical 
secondary sex characteristics.  

10.2 In 2020, with the IOC equivocating over a review of their testosterone guidelines, Dr 
Tommy Lundberg and I tested the existing guidelines’ promise to protect fair competition, 
by reviewing peer-reviewed published longitudinal changes in muscular and skeletal 
metrics in transgender women suppressing testosterone in adulthood for a minimum of 
12 months.110 Having reviewed measures of bone density, lean body mass, muscle 
mass and strength tests, we identified a unified consensus in original studies covering 
approximately 800 transgender women that skeletal metrics like height and bone length 
were unaffected, bone mass was preserved, and muscle mass and strength was 
decreased by 4% over 12 months of testosterone suppression. Within this dataset, 
compared with female control cohorts, higher muscle mass/strength values—between 
+13-41 %—were maintained for at least three years after testosterone suppression (the 
limit of current longitudinal studies). 

10.3 These observations were subsequently reinforced by a systematic review of the same 
dataset published by another group later in 2021, which concluded that, in transgender 
women, “hormone therapy decreases strength, [lean body mass] and muscle area, yet 
values remain above that observed in cisgender women, even after 36 months. These 
findings suggest that strength may be well preserved in transwomen during the first 3 
years of hormone therapy.”111    

10.4 To gain an overall picture of the baseline metrics and effects on muscle mass and 
strength in transgender women pre- and post- at least 12 months of testosterone 
suppression, I compared pre- and post- metrics for transgender women across the Hilton 
and Lundberg dataset with data from control males and females, shown in Figure 15. 
Original study metrics were converted to relative percentages, with pre-suppression 
metrics in transgender women set at 100%. The 4% reduction in muscle mass and 
strength in transgender women pre- and post- at least 12 months of testosterone 
suppression was not statistically significant. The difference between transgender women 
and control males was statistically significant, with transgender women pre- and post- at 
least 12 months of testosterone suppression deviating from control males by -7% and -
11%, respectively. The difference between transgender women and females is also 
statistically significant; transgender women pre- and post- at least 12 months of 

 
108 https://stillmed.olympic.org/Documents/Commissions_PDFfiles/Medical_commission/2015-
11_ioc_consensus_meeting_on_sex_reassignment_and_hyperandrogenism-en.pdf 
109 Martowicz et al., 2023. Position statement: IOC framework on fairness, inclusion and non-discrimination on the 
basis of gender identity and sex variations. Br J Sports Med 57:26–32. 
110 Hilton and Lundberg, 2021. Transgender Women in the Female Category of Sport: Perspectives on 
Testosterone Suppression and Performance Advantage. Sports Medicine 51, 199–214. Note: the date disparity of 
the published paper represents the gap between article submission and publication.  
111 Harper et al., 2021. How does hormone transition in transgender women change body composition, muscle 
strength and haemoglobin? Systematic review with a focus on the implications for sport participation. Br J Sports 
Med 55: 865-872. 
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testosterone suppression deviate from control females by +35% and +30%, respectively. 
It appears that for metrics of muscle mass and strength, transgender women remain 
within ‘male range’. 
 
Figure 15. Relative metrics in transgender women pre- and post- testosterone 
suppression, compared with control males and females.  
Abbreviations: TW – transgender women, m – months, NS – not significant 

 
 

10.5 In addition to the longitudinal data captured by the above reviews, there are three 
significant cross-sectional studies of physical metrics in transgender women 
suppressing testosterone. The first found that transgender women, after an average of 
8 years of suppressed testosterone, had a lean body mass in the 90th percentile for 
females, and grip strength that remained 25 % higher than the female reference value.112 
The second, in transgender women suppressing testosterone for just over 3 years, 
showed that those transgender women had a mean lean body mass 18 % higher than 
the mean in control females.113 The third found that transgender women suppressing 
testosterone for over 14 years retained higher cardiopulmonary capacity metrics and 
higher hand grip strength than female controls.114 

10.6 In 2015, to assess sports performance in transgender women, an observational cohort 
study of transgender women runners was performed, studying race times before and 
after testosterone suppression.115 Participants were club-level middle-distance runners. 
After applying an age-grading formula typically reserved for Masters athletes, 
performance in the female category was judged to be maintained at a level equivalent 
to pre-suppression performance in the male category. This study had a sample size of 
eight runners self-reporting times that were unverifiable in 50% of cases and spanning 
a period of decades. The study could not make any controls for ageing, training, diet, 

 
112 Lapauw et al., 2008. Body composition, volumetric and areal bone parameters in male-to-female transsexual 
persons. Bone. 43(6):1016–1021. 
113 Bretherton et al., 2021. Insulin resistance in transgender individuals correlates with android fat mass. Ther Adv 
Endocrinol Metab 12:2042018820985681. 
114 Alvares et al., 2022. Cardiopulmonary capacity and muscle strength in transgender women on long-term 
gender-affirming hormone therapy: A cross-sectional study. Br J Sports Med 56: 1292-1298. 
115 Harper, 2015. Race times for transgender athletes. Journal of Sporting Cultures and Identities 6:1-9. 
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injury, running course, or course weather conditions. The overall cohort analysis 
included times from runners who had experienced chronic injury and loss of fitness, 
resulting in poorer-than-expected performance within the female field. However, 
excluded from the overall analysis was a runner who had achieved a far higher ranking 
competing in female running than in male running. This individual improved ranking 
significantly, and even recorded a marathon that was faster than previous marathon 
performance in the male category, but was considered an outlier who had seriously 
intensified her training after transition into female sport. This individual demonstrates, as 
argued in Hilton and Lundberg, that training during testosterone suppression can 
mitigate negative performance effects.    

10.7 There have been two studies of athletic performance in military personnel using basic 
fitness testing data.116 While not athletes, these individuals do represent a trained 
population of transgender people. Both studies tracked changes in push-up, sit-up and 
1.5 mile run performance during annual fitness testing over 3 or 4 years of testosterone 
suppression. Such tests are ‘work to target’: recruits are aware of targets that must be 
achieved to pass the fitness testing process, minimum performances must be achieved 
for each test, and a cumulative score threshold must be reached to pass the fitness test. 
Individual officers have the latitude to “choose” how their scores are allocated, such that 
a particularly strong runner has a lower need to gain points during the push-up test (for 
example). The performances cannot thus be assessed as maximal performances, but 
instead may be considered as paced performances with conscious knowledge of a 
required standard. The authors of the first study acknowledge that, despite being in a 
controlled environment of the Air Force, the exercise intentions and training habits of the 
recruits was unknown, and over a period of three years, changes in training with material 
implications for muscle and cardiovascular performance cannot be known. 

10.8 Significantly, the data from the two studies of athletic performance in military personnel 
make contradictory findings, presented in Table 5. Roberts et al. (2021) finds that both 
push-up and sit-up performance are statistically equivalent to female performance after 
2 years while advantage in running performance is retained to 2 years. However, 
Chiccarelli et al. (2022) finds that push-up advantage is retained beyond 4 years, sit-up 
performance is statistically equivalent to female performance at 4 years and running 
performance is statistically equivalent to female performance at 2 years. 

10.9 This set of performance studies suffer from small numbers of participants, lack of 
controls for performance times, and issues regarding the validity of performance tests. 
They cannot be used in isolation to inform sports policy, particularly when the 
overwhelming body of evidence suggests that the effects of testosterone suppression 
on important metrics like muscle mass and strength are marginal and that male 
development, and thus male advantage, cannot be reversed. 

 
  

 
116 Roberts et al., 2021. Effect of gender affirming hormones on athletic performance in transwomen and 
transmen: Implications for sporting organisations and legislators. Br J Sports Med 55:577-583; Chiccarelli et al., 
2022 Fit transitioning: When can transgender airmen fitness test in their affirmed gender? Mil Med 2022;usac320. 
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I verify under the penalties for perjury that the foregoing representations are true. 
 

 
  
Emma Hilton, PhD 
27th June 2023 
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Oxford, UK. 
 
TWO SEXES 
Emma Hilton and Colin Wright 
 
‘Why the sexes are, in fact, always two.’ 
Sir Ronald Fisher, 1930 
 
Sex is an evolved system function common to almost all complex life on earth, a fact that is often 
forgotten by postmodernist commentators intent on framing sex as a human-centred, human-
invented—and thus malleable—construction of scientific understanding. The aim of this essay 
is to review the biological understandings of the phenomenon that is sex.  
 
In the first section, we will answer the question: why does sex exist? We will explain its 
evolutionary origins, and the binary gamete system on which ‘female’ and ‘male’ are founded. 
To finish this section, we explore some of the diversity of sex—female and male—in the natural 
world, to understand how reproductive bodies in almost all complex life are organised around 
these functional roles. In the second section, we will focus on developmental biology and how 
sex manifests in humans: how we make babies and how female and male humans develop. In 
the final section of this chapter, we will critique emerging ideological misinformation about sex, 
particularly in humans, addressing arguments that, for example, assert sex as a social construct 
or seek to deconstruct standard understandings of sex as a binary phenomenon. We will 
highlight fundamental misinterpretations of sex and its associated characteristics, the unscientific 
focus on those people with atypical sex development and the dangers of viewing sex as a 
statistical outcome. 
 
The incursion of ideological misinformation about sex into the academic fields of medicine and 
biology generates confusion in research and presents potential for harm. ‘Sex matters’ in basic 
and applied health research (Wizemann and Pardue, 2001) and the US National Institutes of 
Health, the EU Commission, research funding bodies and academic journals increasingly 
demand that researchers account for ‘sex as a biological variable’ in their research design, 
analyses and reporting, whether they include studies of whole organisms or cell lines. However, 
progress is slow. The UK NHS maintains a confusing system where biological sex cannot be 
disaggregated (Forstater, 2021), and the World Health Organisation promises to, ‘achieve 
greater impact on health [using] sex disaggregated data’ (WHO/Health topics/Gender) while 
simultaneously updating guidance to assert that, ‘sex is not limited to male or female.’ (WHO, 
2022). We have publicly argued that, from the wider scientific perspective, ideologically-driven 
scientists are in danger of sacrificing, ‘empirical fact in the name of social accommodation’ and 
this is both, ‘an egregious betrayal to the scientific community they represent’ and, ‘undermines 
public trust in science.’ (Hilton and Wright, 2020). By re-asserting biological knowledge 
established over the preceding centuries and countering deconstructive discourse, this essay 
may be considered a reconstruction of sex. 
 
A note on language. Physiologist Ernst Wilhelm von Brucke noted that, ‘Teleology is a lady 
without whom no biologist can live. Yet he is ashamed to show himself with her in public.’ (Davis 
and Uhrin, 1991). It is possible in discussions of evolutionary biology to avoid teleological 
language, but sentence constructions are often overly verbose and clunky. For ease of 
readability, we sometimes use language that is teleological in tone, but, in the words of zoologist 
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Simon Maddrell (1998), ‘This should not be taken to imply that evolution proceeds by anything 
other than from mutations arising by chance, with those that impart an advantage being retained 
by natural selection.’ 
 
WHAT IS SEX? 
And why does sex exist? Remarkably, it is not uncommon to find purportedly-scientific articles 
about sex that neglect to mention its evolved function of reproduction (for example, Ainsworth, 
2015; Sun, 2019). Indeed, that science communicators writing about sex often focus only on lists 
of physical characteristics associated with sex means that, despite the author claims, such 
articles are not actually addressing the biological phenomenon of sex—what is it? why does it 
exist? why do humans have sexed bodies? Rather, they are addressing how the sex of a given 
individual may be identified via some checklist of physical features that—ironically—could only 
have been created by understanding how those physical features are associated with 
reproductive function. We return to this conflation of sex (what it is) with the physical 
characteristics associated with sex (how we recognise the sex of a given individual) in the final 
section of this essay. 
 
Reproduction The phenomenon of sex is rooted in reproduction, the process by which new 
individuals are produced from a parent or parents. There are two types of reproduction in the 
natural world: asexual and sexual. In asexual reproduction, a parent replicates all of its genetic 
information and generates new individuals by processes such as binary fission—the division of 
a parent cell into two identical (or, at least, very similar) cells, observed in bacteria—and 
budding—which produces a new individual from a parental outgrowth, observed in yeast. 
 
In asexual reproduction, offspring receive a full set of genetic information from a single parent; it 
follows that offspring are genetically-identical clones of that parent. Individual expansion, via 
asexual reproduction, of a genetically-identical (or genetically-similar) population is a relatively 
low-cost biological burden, and rapid to enact; consider how quickly mould, which can reproduce 
asexually via the production of independent spores that populate the local environment, can 
colonise a loaf of bread, or how quickly bindweed can aggressively invade a garden by sending 
out roots from which new individuals grow. There are also parental benefits, as each parent 
passes on all of its genetic information to the next generation. 
 
Yet despite the existence of a low-cost and rather straightforward method of reproduction, the 
natural world is dominated by species that employ a different reproductive strategy: sexual 
reproduction. 
 
Unlike asexual reproduction, sexual reproduction involves two parents, almost always from two 
different classes of individuals called ‘females’ and ‘males’; each contributes half of their genetic 
material—carried on chromosomes—resulting in the generation of a new and genetically-unique 
individual. The mixing of genetic material from each parent (and thus, the beginning of a new 
individual) is achieved, in a process called ‘fertilisation’, by the fusion of two specialised cells 
called ‘gametes’. Gametes are a unique cell type within sexually-reproducing species and the 
function of the gamete within any individual is singular—to effect sexual reproduction. 
 
Sexual reproduction is biologically-costly to individuals, not least because mating requires 
resources (for example, energy expended on locating a mate) and carries health risks (for 
example, disease transmission and exposure to predators). In most sexually-reproducing 
populations, half of the offspring will be males who cannot themselves bear offspring; thus, these 
populations experience lower growth rates than found in asexual populations, where all offspring 
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can themselves bear offspring (‘the cost of males’; Maynard Smith, 1978). Furthermore, genetic 
relatedness between parent and offspring is much lower than in asexually-generated clones, 
and each individual must therefore invest biological resources in producing at least two offspring 
to have any chance of passing all genetic material to the next generation. Explaining these 
costs—the ‘queen of problems in evolutionary biology’ (Bell, 1982)—has challenged evolutionary 
biologists; given the disadvantages, why did sexual reproduction evolve from asexual 
reproduction to become, by far, the most common method of reproduction in complex species? 
 
The fusion of two gametes means that the new individual possesses a chromosomal makeup 
different to either parent and, given recombination between the chromosomes in each parent, 
chromosomes that carry different combinations of genetic material to either parent. The 
prevalence of sexual reproduction indicates a strong evolutionary advantage for this mechanism 
of reproduction that mixes genetic material. Such advantage is typically conceptualised as novel 
combinations of genes and changes in them (mutations) upon which evolutionary selection can 
act, the foundation of Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection (Darwin, 1859), and 
divided into two broad hypothesis domains: the accumulation of beneficial genetic changes and 
the removal of detrimental genetic mutations. Accumulation of beneficial genetic traits are 
advantageous in adaptation to changing environments (the ‘Fisher-Muller model’; Fisher, 1930; 
Muller, 1932) or co-adaptation, in an arms race, alongside interacting species who are trying to 
harm you (van Valen, 1973; delightfully called the ‘Red Queen hypothesis’ after Lewis Carroll's 
character in Through The Looking Glass, who observed, ‘Now, here, you see, it takes all the 
running you can do, to keep in the same place.’) However, the benefits of bringing together 
useful genetic traits during sexual reproduction must be balanced by the possibility that already 
coexisting beneficial traits are separated among offspring (Desai and Fisher, 2007). By contrast, 
harmful genetic mutations—those that compromise evolutionary fitness—must be weeded out 
to prevent them from accumulating in a population (see ‘Muller’s ratchet’, from Muller, 1964; also 
‘Kondrashov's hatchet’, after Kondrashov, 1988). 
 
The fitness advantages conferred by sexual reproduction explain its near-ubiquity among 
complex species. Indeed, even plants and simple animal species that typically reproduce 
asexually in stress-free environmental conditions to which they are comfortably adapted can 
switch to sexual reproduction during times of stress or environmental change, when genetic 
mixing may produce a survival advantage among offspring (for example, Becks and Agrawal, 
2010). So successful an evolutionary strategy is sexual reproduction that many complex species, 
including humans, have completely lost the ability to reproduce asexually. No wonder Erasmus 
Darwin remarked that, ‘Sexual reproduction is the chef d'oeuvre, the masterpiece of nature.’ 
(Darwin, 1800). 
 
Gametes and sexes While genetic exchange mechanisms exist, well-studied in bacteria and 
virus-host interactions, where DNA is transferred between different individuals in a non-sexual 
fashion (Callier, 2019), the evolutionary root of sexual reproduction via specialised gametes lies 
with the evolution of multicellularity, at least 1.5 billion years ago (Fu et al., 2019). In simple 
species like yeast (who can reproduce both sexually and asexually), all gametes are structurally 
similar; this is called ‘isogamy’. However, successful gamete pairing and fusion may be limited 
by molecular compatibility—mediated by various proteins on the cell surface (for example, Lipke 
and Kurjan, 1992)—between the cells of the parents. Such compatibility groups are described 
as ‘mating types’, usually labelled by a system of numbers (for a primer on mating types, see 
Fraser and Heitman, 2003). The number of mating types within a species can be thousands, and 
they functionally promote genetic diversity within a population by preventing gamete fusion 
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between genetically-similar parents. Isogamy is thought to be the ancestral state for sexual 
reproduction and remains common in simple sexually-reproducing species like yeast. 
 
For an excellent overview of gamete evolution, see Lehtonen and Parker (2014) and references 
therein. Briefly, modelling of evolutionary scenarios for a variety of gamete characteristics shows 
that a binary system of gametes is optimal; that is, large gametes and small gametes, with 
gamete fusion occurring only between one small and one large gamete (not small-small or large-
large fusions). We call this binary system of gamete fusion ‘anisogamy’. 
 
In species with two gamete types, the large gamete (and associated biology) is termed ‘female’ 
and the small gamete (and associated biology) is termed ‘male’. In animals, the female and male 
gametes take the familiar forms of egg and sperm, respectively. In plants, the female and male 
gametes are contained in the ovules and pollen, respectively. That two different gametes form 
the optimal arrangement for sexual reproduction is understood in terms of gamete specialisation. 
The female gamete, with greater physical volume, single-handedly provides to the developing 
embryo basic cellular components, many molecules and signals required to direct early growth 
and energy-creating units called ‘mitochondria’. Strict uniparental—specifically, maternal—
inheritance of cellular components—commonplace in anisogamy—is presumed favourable for 
embryo health by eliminating any biological compatibility between mitochondria (Greiner et al., 
2015) and eliminates wasting when both parents invest resources in these components. In 
contrast, the male gamete sacrifices contribution to offspring beyond the chromosomes 
contained in its nucleus. Male gametes in many species have typically become specialised for 
mobility to better access female gametes—consider the tail-like structures of sperm that propel 
it towards the egg (Lessels et al., 2009) and pollen grains sticking to bee legs (Hu et al., 2008)—
and created in large numbers to improve the chances of both an encounter with a female gamete 
and the outnumbering of small gametes from other males (Parker and Lehtonen, 2014). 
 
Anisogamy is the evolutionary origin of the two sexes—the reproductive roles associated with 
female or male gamete contributions to offspring. The evolution of gametes into two non-
overlapping, morphologically-distinct types necessitates specific cellular and tissue systems to 
produce either one or the other gamete and favours the subsequent evolution of anatomy that 
facilitates successful fertilisation events. The evolution of separate sexes is thought to have 
arisen multiple times in plants and animals, suggesting an evolutionary benefit. Common 
explanations include higher individual fitness when an individual is specialised for a single 
reproductive role, rather than trying to balance resources between both male and female 
functions (Charnov, 1982). In fact, given differential gamete morphology, the subsequent 
divergence into two separate sexes of individuals has been described as, ‘an almost inevitable 
consequence of sexual reproduction in complex multicellular organisms.’ (Lehtonen and Parker, 
2014). Extending from mere inevitability to essentiality of outcome, Kashimada and Koopman 
(2010) state that, ‘the development of two sexes is observed in most animals and is essential for 
their survival and evolution.’ 
 
Why this almost inevitable divergence into just two sexes of individuals has occurred—
repeatedly in evolutionary history—is the subject of much research. To answer this question, we 
must review the established knowledge on gamete evolution—the halving of genetic material, 
uniparental inheritance of intracellular components—and interrogate under what conditions 
could a third reproductive role—a third sex—evolve and what function could it have? Indeed, an 
exploration of this question was the prompt for the opening chapter quote. That is, ‘No practical 
biologist interested in sexual reproduction would be led to work out the detailed consequences 
experienced by organisms having three or more sexes; yet what else should he do if he wishes 
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to understand why the sexes are, in fact, always two?’ (Fisher, 1930). And from science to 
science fiction, this question is, wonderfully, puzzled over by Kurt Vonnegut’s Billy Pilgrim who, 
when considering the Tralfamadorians in Slaughterhouse-Five, surmised, ‘They said their flying-
saucer crews had identified no fewer than seven sexes on Earth, each essential to reproduction. 
Again: Billy couldn’t possibly imagine what five of those seven sexes had to do with the making 
of a baby, since they were sexually active only in the fourth dimension. [...] It was gibberish to 
Billy.’ 
 
Sexual systems and bodies Across almost all complex life, there are precisely two types of 
gamete—and thus two and precisely two sexes. But this does not impose restrictions on how 
sex is allocated in different species. Evolutionary biologist Lukas Scharer illuminates, ‘The male 
and female sexes are not two types of individuals; they actually represent two different 
reproductive strategies, and in many organisms, these two strategies are distributed among 
individuals in a population in a variety of ways.’ (Scharer, 2017). That is, across the natural world, 
there is great diversity (and ingenuity, if one can—teleologically, of course—describe 
characteristics favoured by natural selection as ‘ingenious’) regarding the allocation of male and 
female sexes within and between individuals and across populations. 
 
A ‘sexual system’ describes the physical and functional interactions of the two sexes at the 
individual and population level. We have learned that the evolution of separate sexes of 
individuals—a state called ‘gonochorism’—is near-ubiquitous in animals; individuals within a 
gonochoristic species comprise two anatomic classes divided by reproductive role. Typically, 
male or female sex is fixed early in embryonic development and immutable to change during the 
lifespan of any individual, even though, of course, the physical characteristics associated with 
sex may be subject to expected age-related changes or changes acquired via injury or disease 
(or, at the hands of humans, surgery). 
 
Humans cannot be hermaphrodites—individuals who fulfil both male and female reproductive 
roles in their lifespan—though hermaphroditism is a natural body plan in many anisogamous 
species. Many plants—particularly flowering plants—and (few) less complex animals exist as 
simultaneous hermaphrodites, with both female and male sexes manifested in the same flowers 
and/or same individual plant or animal at the same time of life. Many aquatic species—most 
notoriously, clownfish—are sequential hermaphrodites, where changes in reproductive role 
during the lifespan (‘sex change’) are evidenced by the switch from male to female (in the case 
of clownfish) or female to male gamete production, underpinned by anatomical changes in 
gamete-producing tissues (gonads). In the case of clownfish, this switch of sex (male to female) 
is driven by the loss of the single breeding female from the colony (Casas et al., 2016). 
Sequential hermaphroditism appears most common in species where males and females have 
the same excretory structures for eggs and sperm, and ‘sex change’ requires no or minimal 
remodelling of gross anatomy. For example, clownfish fertilisation is external, and male and 
female clownfish both have a similar ductal system that allows the sperm and eggs, respectively, 
into the aquatic environment. With highly-specialised and qualitatively-different reproductive 
anatomies, neither obviously nor easily remodelled post-development, ‘sex change’ in humans 
is impossible. 
 
Evolution provides a dazzling array of anatomies and appearances. It is often true that 
gonochoristic males whose reproductive role is to contribute sperm have evolved appendages 
for direct introduction of that sperm into females, while the females of many species have evolved 
internal biology that receives sperm and, in the case of viviparous mammals who give birth to 
live young, protects the developing offspring from the outside world. But appearances can be 
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deceptive. For example, male seahorses have a brood pouch in which developing baby 
seahorses are incubated, a functional role more usually associated in the natural world with 
female individuals. However, these seahorses are the sex class that contribute sperm to the 
offspring, and it is that, not their gross anatomy, which defines those individuals as male. Another 
curious example is that of female spotted hyenas, who have a hyper-enlarged clitoris that 
resembles a penis, yet they produce eggs that are fertilised by a male hyena and are, by 
definition, female. Human-centred biological expectations about anatomy, which include, for 
example, pregnancy in females and penile appendages in males are undoubtedly too narrow to 
capture the diversity of sexed bodies in the natural world. 
 
Hermaphrodites incorporate both male and female sexes, and gonochorists one or the other. 
And while gonochorism and simultaneous hermaphroditism represent stable arrangements of 
the two sexes within a species, there are many that buck these trends in their individual 
composition. For example, there are species composed of females and hermaphrodites 
(McCauley and Bailey, 2009), of males and hermaphrodites (Weeks et al., 2009), and of males, 
females and hermaphrodites (Oyarzun et al., 2020). That is, the two sexes can be differentially-
allocated in individuals and between species. Yet, despite the variety of bodies and sexual 
systems found in the natural world, their organisation around two and only two sexes is a 
fundamental feature. Reproduction within and between individuals occurs by the meeting of 
female and male gametes, one of each type, in that precise combination, in a pattern 
recapitulated across almost all complex life. The binary system of sex is an evolutionary thread 
stitched through life on earth. 
 
HUMAN SEX 
We have established what sex is, that sex describes reproductive role by reference to gamete 
type, and that there are—and can only be—two sexes. We have also described some of the 
fascinating manifestations of the two sexes within individuals and within populations. In this 
section, we turn to developmental biology—the study of how organisms grow and, increasingly, 
how they age—which is replete with examples of complexity of form built from simple biological 
principles. The development of the reproductive human is one such instance. 
 
The developmental biology underpinning this section is largely sourced from standard reference 
textbooks in the field. Readers may also wish to explore Baresi and Gilbert’s Developmental 
Biology (online at the National Centre for Biotechnology Information) and Wolpert’s Principles of 
Development. 
 
Making a baby Humans are mammals and are—like almost all animals—divided into two 
classes of individuals according to reproductive role. In humans, the act of reproduction itself 
requires, in the first instance, male sperm to fertilise female eggs, achieved during intercourse 
between two sexually mature people. Male reproductive anatomy includes testes, contained in 
a sac of skin called the ‘scrotum’, that make sperm, delivered to the outside world through the 
penis. Both testes and penis are external organs, housed outside the male body, while female 
reproductive anatomy is almost wholly internal. It comprises ovaries that periodically release 
mature eggs, collected by the nearby oviducts (also called Fallopian tubes) and transported 
towards the uterus, the hollow muscular organ in which, in the event of a successful fertilisation 
event, a baby will grow. The uterus connects, via the cervix, to the vagina, which exits the body 
at the vulva, incorporating the clitoris and the urethral opening, surrounded by folds of skin called 
labia. 
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During intercourse, male sperm is mixed with water and lubricants from the seminal vesicles and 
prostate gland (to create semen), and the penis delivers the resulting semen into the female 
body via ejaculation. Semen moves through the cervix and uterus to the oviducts, where, should 
a mature egg be ready, fertilisation occurs. The fertilised egg is transported then implanted into 
the uterine wall, and commences development proper - at this stage, the female is pregnant. In 
the absence of a successful fertilisation event, the female body, having already prepared a 
blood-rich, spongey uterus lining suitable for implantation, breaks down this lining and expels it 
via the vagina during menstruation. In humans, gestation—the growing of a baby within the 
pregnant female uterus—lasts around nine months, after which the female gives birth, typically 
via the vagina (although surgical interventions like caesarean section, where the baby is 
removed via an incision through the uterus wall, may be necessary in negative medical 
circumstances or elected as a preference). 
 
Sex determination Reproductive anatomy develops in utero, in a series of complicated yet 
elegant anatomical steps. The first step in reproductive development, however, is the 
determination of the future sex of a new embryo: female or male? In humans, sex is genetically-
determined at fertilisation via the XY determination system of sex chromosomes. Females 
possess two X chromosomes, while males possess one X and one Y, with the Y chromosome 
carrying male-specific genes that activate male development. Given that sex chromosomes, like 
all other pairs of chromosomes, are divided individually when gametes are made, each human 
egg contains one X chromosome (and females are called ‘homogametic’) while human sperm 
contains either an X or Y chromosome (with males termed ‘heterogametic’). Offspring sex is thus 
dependent on whether an egg receives, at the moment of fertilisation, either an X or Y 
chromosome from the sperm. 
 
The pattern of chromosomes within an individual is called a ‘karyotype’. Like all chromosomes, 
sex chromosomes carry genes. In humans, a key sex-determining gene is called SRY (sex-
determining region Y) and it is, in genetically-healthy individuals, carried by the Y chromosome 
(Kashida and Koopman, 2010; Sinclair et al., 1990). The protein product of the SRY gene acts 
as a ‘master switch’ for male development, initiating a cascade of molecular genetic signals that 
drives the first anatomical step towards a sexed human body, gonad differentiation. 
 
Embryonic development Gonad differentiation occurs at around six weeks in utero, when a 
bipotential pair of gonads—small buds of tissue in the abdominal cavity—are triggered to 
differentiate into ovaries or testes, the gamete-producing tissues in females and males, 
respectively. XY embryos carrying a functional SRY gene will trigger differentiation of testes via 
a network of molecular signals; in the absence of SRY activity, XX embryonic gonads begin to 
differentiate into ovaries, activating distinct molecular signals for that developmental pathway 
(Lecluze et al., 2020; Mamsen et al., 2017). There is feedback between these differentiation 
pathways; for example, a signal required for ovarian development—and the later maturation of 
eggs—also suppresses early testes differentiation (Jaaskelainen et al., 2010). 
 
In embryological terms, gametes do not originate in the growing gonads. Rather, specialised 
stem cells migrate into the differentiating gonad region where they are embedded as the 
precursor cells that will ultimately become eggs or sperm, depending on gonad type 
(Magnusdottir and Surani, 2014). Ongoing gonad development into mature egg- or sperm-
producing tissues relies on the differentiation of sex-specific gonad cell types, a process 
requiring tissue-specific hormone action. However, gonad differentiation into ovaries or testes 
also directs, via that sex-specific hormone milieu each generates, downstream events in 
reproductive anatomy development coordinated with future gamete type. That is, ovaries fated 
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to produce eggs will direct ongoing female development and testes fated to produce sperm will 
direct ongoing male development. In this sense, gonads can be considered as organiser tissues, 
coordinating the development of a reproductive system that integrates future gamete type with 
relevant reproductive anatomy; the absence of future gamete function—infertility—is no barrier 
to understanding the sex of human. 
 
The first embryonic targets of gonadal organisation, from around eight weeks in utero, are two 
pairs of ducts running alongside the gonads called the paramesonephric and mesonephric ducts, 
which will grow into female or male internal genitalia, respectively. Both female and male 
embryos develop both pairs of ducts in early development; after gonadal differentiation, sex-
specific hormonal action promotes growth of one pair over the other. Male testes secrete two 
major hormones that act upon these pairs of ducts. Testosterone promotes the growth of the 
mesonephric duct into male internal genitalia, and secreted anti-Mullerian hormone triggers 
degeneration of the paramesonephric duct, thus eliminating the duct that would develop into 
female internal genitalia. In females, the presence of ovaries means there is little testosterone 
to promote growth of mesonephric duct structures, nor anti-Mullerian hormone to trigger 
degeneration of paramesonephric duct structures. The female hormone environment thus 
permits growth of female internal genitalia, while the mesonephric duct (and the potential for 
male internal genitalia) degenerates. 
 
The second embryonic target of gonadal organisation, from around 10 weeks in utero, is the 
development of external genitalia. The external genitals—vagina, clitoris and labia in females 
and prostate, penis and scrotum in males—derive from shared precursor tissues called the 
genital tubercle and urogenital fold. Under the influence of sex-specific gonadal hormones, these 
tissues are moulded into male or female form. Specifically, a derivative of testosterone 
(dihydrotestosterone) is produced locally—from testosterone—in the precursor tissues in males, 
and this derivative is a potent inducer of male external genitalia. In the converse situation, low 
testosterone and low dihydrotestosterone in females permits this precursor tissue to develop into 
female external genitalia. Given that male and female external genitalia develop from the same 
embryonic tissue under differential hormonal influences, analogous structures can be identified: 
the clitoris and penis share many structural features, while the labia represents an unfused 
version of the scrotum. 
 
The sex of a newborn baby is routinely and reliably observed at birth by visual and palpable 
(‘touch’) assessment of external genitalia. Increasingly, the sex of a baby is identified in utero by 
observation of external genitalia or detection of sex chromosome karyotype/SRY gene presence. 
This is a matter of observation, woefully mischaracterised by the term ‘assignment’. The 
language of ‘assignment’ has been co-opted from serious medical decision-making in the case 
of clinical pathologies of the reproductive system (discussed below). 
 
Puberty and secondary sex characteristics The development of reproductive anatomy in 
utero is called ‘primary sex development’, and the outcome is a body that has the potential to 
fulfil the male or female reproductive role. Human sex development undergoes a second phase 
of development at puberty, between the ages of 10-18 years old. This phase of secondary sex 
development generates divergence between the body shapes of females and males—a 
phenomenon called ‘sex dimorphism’—that has evolved under selection pressure to increase 
one’s likelihood of mating, following two broad strategies: be the most attractive or the most 
dominant. Both females and males gain height and bone density, experience the onset of libido, 
and experience typical teenage symptoms like acne and body odour. Under the influence of sex-
specific gonadal hormones, female reproductive anatomy matures, ovulation and menstruation 
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commence, hip width increases, and breast tissue develops, in preparation for future 
motherhood. As well as experiencing male-typical maturation of reproductive anatomy (increase 
in testes volume and penile length), males gain greater height than females, grow facial hair, 
develop deeper voices, broader shoulders, and acquire far larger amounts of skeletal muscle 
than females. 
 
Atypical sex development We have described the typical reproductive anatomy and sequence 
of events during development in healthy human beings. However, as a system with multiple 
biological inputs, steps and components, atypical or pathogenic development of reproductive 
anatomy can occur; in short, there are many points at which reproductive development can go 
awry. Collectively, medical conditions resulting from atypical reproductive development are 
called disorders (or, in patient-facing language, differences) of sex development (DSDs). There 
are around 40 known DSDs occurring in humans, most a result of mutations in genes required 
for the healthy development of reproductive anatomy in utero (Arboleda et al., 2014). The 
category of DSDs is broad, and it spans simple anatomic and hormone differences in otherwise 
healthy individuals to disorders with acute clinical sequelae that can cause postnatal harm or 
even death, and that need ongoing management throughout life. 
 
Historically, DSDs have been described by terms such as ‘hermaphroditism’ and—currently 
falling into disuse—'intersex’. These terms are now deemed clinically-inaccurate and 
stigmatising to patients. Current nomenclature to categorise DSDs references karyotype and 
gonad status. Thus, the overarching categories are sex chromosome DSDs, XY DSDs and XX 
DSDs. For example, sex chromosome DSDs are exemplified by Turner syndrome and Klinefelter 
syndrome, where patients have irregular numbers of sex chromosomes and develop along 
typical female and male developmental trajectories, respectively, but experience hormonal 
issues that compromise sexual maturation and fertility. Other DSDs include conditions where 
female embryos are exposed to excessive testosterone in utero and develop an enlarged clitoris 
(an XX DSD called congenital adrenal hyperplasia) or where male embryos fail to produce the 
dihydrotestosterone required for penis growth (an XY DSD called 5 alpha reductase deficiency). 
Excellent resources on DSDs and their developmental etiology have been compiled, in 
collaboration with expert clinicians, by the UK charity DSD Families, and are available at their 
website. 
 
The frequency of DSDs in the general population is the subject of much misinformation. Fausto-
Sterling and her associates have defined as ‘intersexual’ any deviation from ‘ideal, Platonic’ male 
and female bodies, and arrived at a frequency of 1.7% of the population (Blackless et al., 2000; 
Fausto-Sterling 2000). Such a loose definition of DSDs captures a large number of people with 
no biologically-meaningful ambiguity of sex in any aspect of their development (most 
egregiously, the vast majority of this reported frequency are unambiguous females, often 
mothers, who have late-onset adrenal hyperplasia and, at some point post-birth, experience 
elevated testosterone levels as a result of an adrenal problem). This frequency of 1.7% was 
revised by Hull and Fausto-Sterling (2003) who, after identifying numerous flaws in the original 
studies, like failing to account for the sex-specific nature of many DSDs, revised the frequency 
to 0.4% of the population. 
 
When assessing DSD frequency rationally restricted only to those individuals with ambiguous 
sexual anatomy or who exhibit a disparity between their reproductive (gondal) sex and external 
genitalia, the original frequency of 1.7% drops dramatically down to approximately 0.018 percent 
(Sax, 2002). That is, despite atypical sex development, almost all people are identifiable as either 
female or male. Within modern medicine, workflows to identify internal genitalia, karyotype and 
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hormonal profiles exist to identify sex in ambiguously-presenting people, and understanding 
DSDs within the framework of typical developmental trajectories of females and males aids not 
only diagnosis of these clinical disorders but also informs prognostic decisions regarding 
management of specific conditions in terms of sexual function and fertility prospects. 
Nonetheless, the inflated frequency of 1.7% is routinely-cited as definitive (for example, by 
Amnesty in 2018). 
 
SEX MYTHS 
In 2021, in a letter published in the Irish Journal of Medical Science (the official organ of the 
Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland), we argued that, ‘Public discourse around sex 
increasingly seeks to deny basic facts of human biology.’ (Hilton and Wright et al, 2021). The 
driver of this anti-science movement is gender identity ideology, which claims that a privately 
held identity regarding one’s sex is the ultimate definer of one’s sex. That is, if a person identifies 
(in some internal, unverifiable sense) as female or male, that person literally is female or male. 
The overarching aim of gender identity ideologists is to deny that sex—reproductive role and 
associated characteristics—exists as a natural biological category. The intent behind such a 
belief appears to be to undermine the common scientific understanding and validity of viewing 
females and males as discrete biological categories in favour of a wholly subjective and 
unfalsifiable categorisation scheme based on one’s personal and internal sense of self—gender 
identity. In this section, we will critique emerging misunderstanding, real or contrived, around 
sex. 
 
Myth: sex is a composite score of body parts Underpinning ideological misrepresentations 
about sex is the conflation of sex (what is female?) with the physical characteristics associated 
with sex (how do we recognise female people?). That is, sex is not presented as anatomical 
patterns that develop in a co-ordinated fashion within the framework of an evolved function but 
as a checklist of seemingly-independent physical characteristics. This is often explicit; a Nature 
(2018) editorial asserted sex is, ‘a classification based on internal and external bodily 
characteristics.’ in a piece that failed to mention reproduction, the function of sex, or why humans 
have sexed bodies. And failed to acknowledge the obvious follow-up question: a classification 
based on internal and external bodily characteristics in which species? Of course, the reference 
species is assumed human, a peculiarly self-centred view of a biological phenomenon common 
to almost all complex life. In this sense, the conflation of sex with characteristics associated with 
sex retrospectively requires the redefinition of sex in every species on earth deploying 
anisogamy as a means of reproduction, while ignoring the unifying features shared by all. 
 
Writing for The Skeptic in 2021, Hearne accurately defines ‘female’ as, ‘organisms whose 
gametes are [...] ova or eggs.’ yet immediately follows with, ‘Unless you are a fertility doctor, it’s 
unlikely you will encounter too many ova, so we must be using other definitions in everyday life.’ 
While it is true that gamete type is not directly assessed in strangers, it does not follow that we 
use alternative ‘definitions’ when identifying the sex of a person; more accurately, we use 
alternative sex characteristics, those that arise from the organisational effects of the gonads 
(which also dictate gamete type) during primary and secondary development. Hearne claims 
that features like external genitalia—routinely covered—and breast size—plumped by bras—are 
insufficient to identify the sex of a stranger, and that we do so by features such as, ‘amount and 
distribution of muscle and fat, the length and distribution of hair, the height and so on.’ This is 
true; in fact, psychiatrist Nirao Shah, who studies behavioral differences between males and 
females, considers, ‘correctly identifying [...] sex [is] a fundamental decision animals make.’ 
(Goldman, 2019). Alongside basic assessments of body shape like shoulder and hip width, 
humans are expert with faces; sex identification is, ‘an automatic and effortless aspect of face 
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perception’ triggering differential brain activity (Kaul et al., 2011). Intriguingly, females are 
consistently better than males at recognising female faces, even in the absence of (often) 
gendered cues like hair length (for example, Lewin and Herlitz, 2002). Humans also assess 
movement like walking gait in sex identification (Pollick et al., 2005). However, none of these 
data points is, as Hearne’s logic would have it, a ‘definition’ of sex, in the same way that 
observing the texture and density of a rock allows us to identify it as igneous, where ‘igneous’ is 
defined as a rock generated from volcanic lava. 
 
Changing the definition of sex from function to form—explicit in pieces with titles like ‘Sex 
Redefined’ (Ainsworth, 2015) and where function is often discarded as irrelevant—is a necessary 
foundation upon which the deconstruction of sex as a biological category is built. Following the 
redefinition of sex as a checklist of physical characteristics, claims regarding variability of 
characteristics can flourish, along two lines of argument. First in line are those people with DSDs 
who have atypical reproductive development. The description of sex characteristics in people 
with DSDs sometimes disaggregates a reproductive system into constituent parts like ‘genetic 
sex’, ‘gonad sex’, and so on, to better understand incongruent features, clinical management 
and prognostic outcomes in people with DSDs (for example, Arboleda et al., 2016). For nearly 
all people, these constituent parts are aligned—or at least not divergent in any meaningful way—
and disaggregation has no utility. If such disaggregation can be considered useful, it is not in the 
redefinition of female and male sexes, but in the refinement of workflows that generate a 
complete clinical picture for those people with DSDs. However, since the coining of ‘gender 
identity’ by John Money in the 1960s, component parts of sex have occasionally included 
concepts of ‘psychological’ and ‘social’ sex (Moore, 1968), paving the way for ‘identity’ to be 
considered a sexed characteristic. 
 
The second line of argument evokes those sex characteristics, like height and hormone levels, 
that can overlap between the sexes, to attempt to demonstrate that there is no clear boundary 
between the female and male sexes in humans, and that, ‘there is no one parameter that makes 
a person biologically male or female.’ (Elsesser, 2020). The aim here is to destabilise the 
established categories of female and male. It is, of course, true that, for example, many females 
are taller than many males, or that some males have low levels of testosterone more typical of 
the female sex. However, such arguments fail to acknowledge an elephant in the room—we can 
only know that males are typically taller and have higher testosterone levels than females if we 
have a means to divide and measure humans by sex, independent of height and testosterone 
level. And it is centuries of knowledge accrued by the study of sex as a functional property of a 
species, and the anatomic/molecular organisation of the human species around that evolved 
function, that serves as that reference point. Put simply, it would be impossible to claim that low 
and high testosterone levels are correlated with being female and male, respectively, unless the 
categories female and male already had established meanings that testosterone levels were 
being correlated with. And the same holds for every other sex correlate. 
 
Myth: sex is not binary Having remapped the definition of sex from function to form, introduced 
exceptions—arising from clinical disorders—to Fausto-Sterling’s ‘Platonic ideal’, and attempted 
to blur category boundaries in healthy humans with trivial observations of naturally-overlapping 
sex characteristics, various commentators have attacked the phenomenon of sex as a binary 
system, often failing—deliberately or otherwise—to understand what the term ‘binary’ means 
when applied to sex. Writing for the Guardian in 2015, Heggie claims ‘binary sex’ means, ‘the 
idea that there are men and women and they can be clearly distinguished.’ (Heggie, 2015). Cade 
Hildreth (2022) claims that, ‘sex is not binary because people cannot be grouped into two 
separate, non-overlapping groups.’ These are straw man arguments. 
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The functional system of sex is routinely-described as ‘binary’ (including, on many occasions, by 
us). The use of ‘binary’—meaning, ‘of, pertaining to, characterised by, or compounded of, two’ 
(Oxford English Dictionary)—in this context intends to indicate, simply, a biological system with 
two components, and follows the same etymological pattern by which, for example, a system 
composed of two stellar masses is described as a binary star. Use of the word ‘binary’ operates 
at a system level across all species employing anisogamy. 
 
However, having constructed a straw man argument that sex in humans is not binary, rejection 
of the term ‘binary’ is extended into rejection of ‘two’ itself, and the substitution of ideological 
framings of sex that move the conversation far from biological reality. Many interlocutors posit 
quantitative descriptions of sex as the necessary alternative to categorical descriptions. The 
most common quantitative (continuous) data distribution used to frame sex is a bimodal 
distribution, whereby various quantifiable traits associated with sex, such as adult height and 
testosterone levels, are conceptualised as multiple, overlapping distributions. These overlapping 
distributions of individual traits are purported to generate two modes that represent the average 
or typical female and male (as described by a combination of their average or typical sex 
characteristics), while shoulders for each mode permit for variation of sex characteristics. 
Routinely plotted on a horizontal axis crudely labelled ‘sex’, this framework gives rise to the 
premise that one’s sex is a statistical score generated by measuring multiple quantifiable 
characteristics. For a widely-circulated conceptualisation of ‘bimodal sex’, Hildreth (2022) 
describes the modes as, ‘peaks in a graph [that] represent probability clusters.’ Further to claims 
that sex is bimodal are claims that, ‘The science is clear—sex is a spectrum.’ (Brusman, 2019), 
an expression of a continuous distribution that replaces modes with, in the words of Brusman, 
‘unlimited options.’ The corollary is that the sex of every human is unique to that individual, or, 
in the words of Fausto-Sterling when considering The Five Sexes, Revisited (2000), ‘Rather than 
identify a specific number of sexes [...] sex and gender are best conceptualized as points in a 
multidimensional space.’ 
 
The outcome of categorising sex as the sum of continuous descriptions of sex traits is that every 
person is scored as some percent male or female. The often-denied logical progression of such 
scoring is that a male with lower than average testosterone, petite stature, or a smaller than 
average penis, is shifted away from the male mode towards the female mode (typically occupied 
by people with low testosterone, petite stature and no penis). Such males, by this framework, 
are scored as ‘more female’ than counterparts with average or high testosterone, great stature 
and large penises. These damaging judgments equally extend to females with enlarged 
clitorises, small breasts or increased musculature, who, by the above logic, are scored as ‘more 
male’ than their larger-breasted and less athletic counterparts. 
 
As sex within a continuous framework becomes a matter of sliding people left or right towards 
and from typical female and male, the middle of this distribution is cast as the no man’s land 
where—plus ça change—people with DSDs are placed. For those with little comprehension of 
DSDs beyond vague imaginings that people with DSDs have ‘both sets’ of genitals, this is 
intuitive. However, DSDs do not present as random combinations of primary and secondary sex 
organs, and neither do they simply differ by degree from one another. Rather, DSDs represent 
dozens of conditions with unique etiologies that manifest in disparate ways. There is no single 
medical category that is ‘intersex’ nor is there a robust method of ordering them, as would be 
necessary of a quantitative/continuous distribution of sex. Attempts to order categories of DSD 
into some continuous distribution are doomed to fail—entirely reasonably—if one cannot order 
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basic properties like sex chromosome conformation or gonad type within a continuous 
distribution (for example, Montanez, 2017). 
 
Myth: sex is a social construct The spider’s web of arguments touched upon here—and 
including the occasional reminder that sex development is very complicated (Sun, 2019), as if 
scientists are not well-trained in dissecting complexity to understand fundamental principles—
culminates with the premise that the biological categories of sex are constructed by humans. 
Butler (1990) writes, ‘Perhaps this construct called ‘sex’ is as culturally constructed as gender.’ 
While it is true that scientists observing the natural world develop language and models to 
describe the natural world, one cannot credibly argue that the phenomena themselves are 
constructed by humans. If that were the case, not only have humans invented sex but they have 
also invented stars, gold, clouds and penguins. We have seen that sex is a fundamental property 
of almost all complex life, and its evolutionary existence pre-dates the human capacity to 
describe it. 
 
The argument that sex is socially- or culturally-constructed settles, then, at the boundaries 
between sex categories, and the asserted arbitrariness straddling a fuzzy boundary (an 
important ‘proof’ that sex is not observed but ‘assigned’ at birth). However, the assertion that the 
categories of male and female are arbitrary because some rare individuals may present with 
ambiguous sexual anatomy is like asserting that the two different sides of a coin are arbitrary 
because there exists a non-zero probability a coin may land on its edge. The fact that sex may 
be ambiguous for some does not call everyone’s sex into question. The categories described in 
humans by ‘female’ and ‘male’ are stable, functional, and the dividing line has emerged from 
observation of our (and other) species, not a coin toss. 
 
Myth: biologists have alternative understandings about sex Finally we challenge the 
premise that some new scientific consensus on sex has emerged. Writing for German news site 
DW, Sterzik (2021) claims, ‘Yet the broad scientific consensus now looks different: sex is a 
spectrum.’ The definitions and understandings of sex we present in the first two sections of this 
chapter are uncontroversial, appearing in dictionaries, key biology textbooks and medical 
consensus statements like that issued by the Endocrine Society (Barghava et al., 2021). There 
is a vast literature which depends, explicitly or implicitly, on these understandings of sex. 
Searches on the scientific publication database PubMed for “male” [AND] “sperm” or “female” 
[AND] “egg”—that is, not exhaustive searches—retrieve around 100,000 results each, including 
numerous and recent publications from Nobel Laureates in Physiology or Medicine, and from a 
huge array of biological and medical disciplines. 
 
Furthermore, searches (performed on 9th July 2022) for phrases like ‘bimodal sex’, ‘sex is 
bimodal’, ‘spectrum of sex’, ‘sex is a spectrum’ or ‘sex is a social construct’ generates no results 
in the biological or medical literature, although two close matches for ‘sex is a spectrum’ are 
returned. The first is a study of how sex—female or male—affects the spectrum of genetic 
variations acquired in the X chromosome over a lifespan (Agarwal and Przeworski, 2019). The 
second is a study of fetal sex—female or male—affects the spectrum of placental conditions 
experienced during pregnancy (Murji et al, 2012). Neither study demonstrates any confusion—
quite the opposite—about the nature of sex, and both exemplify the importance of understanding 
sex in a clinical setting. Although not an exhaustive search, it seems that claims of a new 
scientific consensus—or, at minimum, an academic divide amongst biologists—regarding sex 
are rather overblown. Such claims are simple appeals to authority, absent from the scientific 
literature and apparently manufactured by public commentators. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, we have seen that the most prevalent mechanism of reproduction in complex 
species has stabilised on a binary system of differential gamete types, and the subsequent 
evolution of body types around this binary system. The majority of species, including humans, 
are composed of individual females and males, defined by reproductive role, describing their 
contribution of large, energy-rich gametes (like eggs) or small gametes (like sperm), respectively, 
to the next generation. 
 
In humans, notwithstanding atypical reproductive development, there are two evolved 
anatomical body types, each corresponding to one of the two reproductive functions. In utero, 
females and males develop sex-specific primary characteristics pertinent to reproduction, in the 
first instance the differentiation of gonad type that will direct future female or male function. 
Gonads—ovaries or testes, determined in humans by genetic mechanisms—are responsible for 
both the development of mature gametes (eggs or sperm) and, via hormones, the coordinated 
development of the relevant reproductive system. In adults, male anatomy comprises testicles, 
internal genital structures like the vas deferens, and an external penis and scrotum. Female 
anatomy comprises internal ovaries, internal genital structures like a uterus and vagina, and an 
external vulva incorporating the clitoris. 
 
Finally, we have dissected arguments that attempt to challenge these basic understandings of 
sex. We have revealed that the redefinition of sex from an integrated, anatomical system 
organised around an evolutionary function to a checklist of human-centred, disaggregated 
physical characteristics is the foundation on which variability of those physical characteristics (in 
natural or pathological development) is used to deconstruct sex as a binary system, rendering it 
a construct of the human mind and, if it suits one’s political aims, meaningless. We reject such 
arguments as purely ideological, with no evidence they are taken seriously in the scientific 
community, lacking explanatory power, and ultimately spurious. Despite the offered alternative 
frameworks to describe sex, the foundation that is the binary system shines through, 
underpinning the bimodal peaks of traits or dictating with which other ‘point in multidimensional 
space’ a person can successfully reproduce. 
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I, Linda Blade, declare as follows: 

I submit this expert declaration based upon my personal knowledge. 

If called to testify in this matter, I would testify truthfully based on my expert opinion. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

As a former Canadian Champion (1986) and a full-scholarship NCAA All American 

(1984) in Track & Field (heptathlon) out of the University of Maryland (1982-1985), I worked 

hard to be a top student. Academic honors included being named Provost Scholar and member of 

Phi Beta Kappa. 

Now licensed as a Chartered Professional Coach by the Coaches of Canada Association 

with a PhD in Kinesiology (earned in 1994), I have worked for over 30 years as a “Sport 

Performance Professional” coaching hundreds of athletes from 5 to 70 years of age, beginner to 

elite, from many different sports: track & field, hockey, soccer, volleyball, basketball, rugby, 

triathlon, sailboat racing, football, tennis, squash, swimming, diving, gymnastics, figure skating, 

skiing and bobsledding. 

In my profession as a coach, I blend concepts in human biology with practical coaching 

methods acquired through many years of personal learning and mentorship opportunities as both 

athlete and coach. The unique way that I integrate theory and practice has proven to be highly 

effective. Many top athletes have sought my assistance at various times along their pathway to 

excellence. At the elite level, I have worked with National Hockey League (NHL) professional 

players (Edmonton Oilers dryland training, 2016-2018), mentored a world-leading female 

triathlete (Paula Findlay, 2009-2010) and helped train Pairs Figure Skaters, Jamie Salé and David 

Pelletier, to an Olympic Gold Medal (2002, Salt Lake City). 

Truthfully, though, my greatest accomplishment as a coach has been working with 

beginners; young athletes ages 6 to 12 years. 

It started during my first summer vacation after my freshman year in university. Needing 

a summer job that would be near the track where I had to continue training, I decided to offer a 

community “Run, Jump, Throw” camp for kids. Over 200 showed up and seemed to enjoy my 

coaching. Hosting that camp as a private enterprise became my summer job for consecutive years 
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of college. I learned how to train children and how to help them improve movement skills that 

would lay a strong athletic foundation for future success in sports. 

Almost a decade after those early years of coaching, my life took an interesting turn. I had 

finished my PhD in Kinesiology with a subspecialty that focused on measurement of physical 

growth and development of children (anthropometry), and I was stationed in northern Nigeria 

(West Africa) at the location that is predominantly Islamic. (This is the same region where the 

Islamic militant group Boco Haram operates.)  

The main university in that region is Bayero University, Kano (BUK). I got my first faculty 

position there in the Department of Physical Education. Admittedly, it was a bit strange to have a 

Canadian woman (me) teaching courses, including track and field activity courses, to prospective 

teachers at one of the top centers of Islamic Studies in Africa. 

World Athletics got wind of this situation all the way over in Monaco and suddenly I was 

recruited (1993) by the CEO of World Athletics’ global coaching development, Bjorn 

Wangemann. His plan was to train and send a world-leading female instructor (me) into Islamic 

countries to teach women how to coach young girls. There was, of course, a need in religiously 

segregated places to have female instructors deliver the global coaching certification programs. 

This is how I came to be teaching the World Athletics Level 1 (for beginners) coaching 

curriculum in various countries during the 1990s: in Bahrain, Puerto Rico, Guyana, Kenya, and 

Sri Lanka. 

The highlight of that experience was the course I taught in Iran in July of 1995. I was sent 

into Tehran to deliver the World Athletics certification course to 30 of the top female coaches 

selected from across that country.  I was the first Western woman since Ayatollah Khomeini’s 

1979 revolution to travel to Iran for the purpose of engaging women and girls in sport.  

For me, personally, that trip to Iran was a wakeup call. I witnessed firsthand what life is 

like when women & girls are not respected nor given the same rights as men and boys in society. 

Navigating the “opportunity gaps” in search of training spaces where I could teach the women 

without male interference was unbelievably challenging. It showed me how vulnerable women’s 

rights can be, including the severely limited access that women can have to their own sporting 
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experiences. I vowed to never again take such things as Title IX and open access to women’s 

opportunities for granted. I could see that what women in the West have achieve in sports is 

historically unique and politically fragile. 

In 1997 a story about my travels as a global coaching instructor appeared in Sports 

Illustrated.i 

Once becoming a mother (1998) and I settled down to a life of coaching in Edmonton, 

Alberta. Almost immediately, I was approached (1999) by a leading authority in Canadian Track 

& Field with a special request to author a curriculum piece for basic athletics instruction of 

children ages 5-11. The timing was perfect. I poured every bit of knowledge I had acquired as top 

athlete, scholar of child growth, academic instructor, and global coaching lecturer into the 

Athletics Canada “Run, Jump, Throw” (RJT) program (2001).ii Eventually, the rights to that RJT 

program were purchased by the Hershey’s Track and Field Youth Program (2007). A video 

describing the RJT program can be found here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQMEg2D0TTw.  

More recently, I have authored an update to the RJT program for children called the “Mini 

Legends Program.” iii 

In 2014, after years of developing children’s sports programs and coaching hundreds of 

athletes at all levels of expertise, I became nominated and voted into office as President of the 

Board at Athletics Alberta - the track and field association for the province of Alberta. It was 

while attending national meetings as president in 2018 that I became aware of a philosophy that 
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seeks to allow male athletes to self-identify into female competitions. I could see in an instant that 

this would be a catastrophe for female athletes. 

Throughout my professional career, I have always maintained that it is unfair for males to 

compete with females at any age. I believe it is a clear example of discrimination on the basis of 

sex. 

My argument as to why female children should have their own category will now be 

explained. 

REASONS WHY PRE-PUBESCENT GIRLS DESERVE FEMALE-ONLY SPORTS 

A few items require clarification before I delve into my rationale. 

A. Terminology - For the sake of clarity in my usage of language I will use biological 

terminology to reflect sex, which is the key determinant of physical reality and performance. For 

a male-born child I use the word “boy” and pronouns “he/him” (irrespective of social identity).  

Likewise, for the female-born child I must use the word “girl” and pronouns “she/her.”  

B. Age delimitation - Since puberty onset can happen as early as nine years of age in 

some children (especially in girls, who mature on average two years earlier than boys) any 

comparison of boys and girls deemed to be strictly “pre-pubertal” must be delimited to data 

obtained at eight years of age and earlier. Therefore, any references I make to data collection and 

results for prepubertal school children will focus on the 6- to 8-year-old range. 

C. Data artifact – In the age range of 9-11 years, due to the phenomenon I mention 

above, some of the top girls can appear to be “catching up” to the boys in measures of fitness and 

sport performance. Charts often show a narrowing of the sex differences during this age 

range.  This narrowing of differences between boys and girls is a temporary outlier that arises 

from the early maturation of a few girls. It is important to note that this phenomenon does not 

happen for *all* girls at this age range. Therefore, as a coach I will never assume that just because 
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one of the girls (ages 9-11) outperforms her entire class during a drill that it means I should expect 

the rest of the girls to be able to perform at the same level. 

REASON 1 – Physical  

The effect of testosterone on human sexual differentiation is an important factor, albeit not 

the *only* factor in causing boys to have an advantage over girls in sports. “Sexual dimorphism” 

(male versus female body design differences) arises from the interaction of testosterone and male 

genetics encoded by the SRY gene (usually found on the “Y” chromosome). The presence of 

testosterone in the womb triggers a male baby to begin its journey down the pathway to male 

morphology. There will be thousands of ways (from the cellular level to the overall anatomy level) 

in which a male baby diverges in form and physiology from a female baby. Height and weight 

charts at birth are sex specific, of course.iv  Key differences in brain circuitry and musculoskeletal 

features develop before birth and will play a role in providing the male child with advantages 

related to sport performance. These involve the stitching together of subnetworks in the brain that 

provide a male child with better movement control, coordination, visual and special awareness, 

and internal proprioception.v  

The article cited here mentions that there are differences even in the relative bone lengths 

of the fingers at birth, with boys having a longer 4th digit (ring finger) relative to the 2nd digit 

(index finger) and girls having a longer index finger (a larger “D2:D4 ratio”). This seemingly 

insignificant observation hints at sex-based differentiation in skeleton and joints. As a coach I 

witness with regularity how little boys have so much more strength in their upper body (upper 

torso, arms, and shoulders) compared to little girls. This manifests most noticeably when children 

try to climb or do pull-ups. Indeed, when I look at the data charts included in the President’s 

Council on Physical Fitness and Sports (1985)vi, I see that the sex difference is stark when it 
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comes to such upper-body performance measures as pull-ups and flexed arm hang. Here is a 

summary of those data: 

Average number of pull-ups at ages 6, 7 and 8: 

Boys = 1.3, 1.8, 2.3 

Girls = 0.7, 0.8, 1.0 

Average time (seconds) a child can maintain the flexed arm hang at ages 6, 7 and 8: 

Boys = 7.9, 10.6, 12.3 

Girls = 7.1, 9.3, 9.7 

The task of gripping a bar and pulling up one’s own body weight involves a kind of 

“leveraging” of forces at the shoulder, upper torso, arms, and hands. In my educated opinion, the 

sex-based differences in this physical test strongly suggest that the bones and muscles of boys 

develop differently in structure. The shape of the shoulder joint, the angles of pull, the muscular 

strength, and durability of that entire set of bony and muscular levers, enables the boys to do so 

much more. 

But, of course, there are differences in other measures, too. Data from the same President’s 

Council tests include the following items: 

 Mile Run (seconds) 

 Long Jump (inches) 

 50 Yard Dash (seconds) 

 Shuttle Run (seconds) 

 2 Mile Walk (seconds) 

 Sit & Reach (inches) 

 Sit-ups (number) 
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here is that consistently across all data bases and amongst the the hundreds of children I have 

worked with as a coach, boys are better than girls in all fitness parameters except in flexibility 

and, possibly, balance. 

In the realm of physical education and sports we refer to human movement capacities as 

“biomotor abilities.“ Some coaches say there are only five, but I recognize ten biomotor abilities 

(with the main physical factors that influence them in brackets): 

 Strength (nervous system, muscles, bone structure & joints) 

 Speed (nervous system, muscles, bone structure & joints) 

 Stamina (cardiovascular system – heart, lungs, blood & cellular substructures) 

 Power (nervous system, bone structure, muscles & joint durability) 

 Speed-Endurance (cardiovascular system, bone structure, muscles, nervous system & 

cellular substructures) 

 Muscular-Endurance (cardiovascular system, bone structure, muscles, nervous system & 

cellular substructures) 

 Coordination (proprioception, nervous system, muscles & joints) 

 Agility (proprioception, nervous system, muscles & joints) 

 Balance (proprioception, location of center of gravity, nervous system & muscles) 

 Flexibility (softness of joints; extensibility of muscles and ligaments) 

And possibly an 11th one that only top coaches talk about (& professionals like NFL 

quarterback Tom Brady)x: 

 Elasticity or Pliability (the ability of the entire body or parts of the body to “whip“ – to 

bend and snap like an elastic band) 

Due to the underlying structural differences in the nervous system, musculo-skeletal 

system, and cardio-vascular system, boys have the advantage in nine out of the eleven biomotor 

abilities.   

Girls do excel in sports where flexibility is a dominant feature. For example, boys typically 

don’t compete in rhythmic gymnastics. It requires body contortions that most males are simply 
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unable to achieve. On the other hand, having hyper-flexible bodies accompanied by lower 

muscular strength renders girls are highly prone to impact injury in contact sports. 

Since most sports involve a combination of biomotor abilities, the male performance 

advantage will be amplified. In a sport like volleyball, soccer, and basketball where strength, 

speed, power, endurance, agility, and coordination all come into play, the performance difference 

compared to the girls will be more obvious than what might be observed in a singular biomotor 

skill test. 

This concept of “additive advantage” is the reason why changing one variable in a boy 

(say, testosterone level) will not work to fully diminish his performance advantage over his female 

counterparts. While hormone therapy might diminish a percentage of his original strength and, 

possibly, endurance, it will not adequately diminish other factors that add up to giving him an 

overwhelming advantage. For the sake of argument, if boys are better than girls because they are 

adding up a set of advantages “A + B + C + D + E + F,” they will continue to have an advantage 

even if factor “D” is removed. The male advantage will then be of the set “A + B + C + E + F.” It 

will *still be* insurmountable for the girls. 

In summary, as a coach with extensive education in kinesiology – looking at human form 

and function - I can confirm without hesitation that prepubescent girls as a class will never be able 

to overcome the performance edge enjoyed by their male cohorts. While not as overwhelming as 

the differences encountered post-puberty, the sport performance differences enjoyed by pre-

pubescent male children are significant and easily recognized by those of us involved: teachers, 

coaches, parents, and the children. The important point to be made here is that boys will dominate 

girls in competition because of prepubescent physical differences. 

REASON 2 - Psychosocial  

As a coach for almost 30 years observing boys and girls in sports competition, I have 

regularly observed the psychosocial risks of forcing girls to compete against boys.  Most little 

girls simply do not wish to compete against the boys. Girls recognize the categorical difference in 

biological sex and, as a coach, I have seen quite often that little girls become intimidated when 

they are compelled to test themselves relative to boys. On a soccer field, a little girl will often 
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stand back and let the boy take the ball. In games like dodgeball girls will often shy away from 

the aggressive play of boys. Conversely, when little girls compete with each other their confidence 

grows and they become far more engaged in the match.  

This is the same phenomenon witnessed in girls-only schools. A disadvantage with having 

to compete with boys is described thus: “In coeducational classrooms, boys tend to monopolise 

discussion, and take more domineering roles in group work and in practical exercise.“ xi  And: 

“…teachers [and coaches] tend to ignore the strong correlation between high motivation and high 

anxiety in many high-achieving girls. In girls-only environments, girls’ needs and preferences 

come to the fore.“ 

Based on my observations and interactions with children and families over the course of 

my 30 years of coaching, I have repeatedly seen that the moment a boy is mixed in with the girls 

in a highly competitive environment, much of the focus turns to him and his needs at the expense 

of the girls, who tend to quietly withdraw their assertiveness. Recently, a father told me that his 

nine-year-old daughter’s soccer team had to play against another team that had a male child who 

“identifies as a girl.” He said that the girls on his daughter’s team became less energized than 

usual and did not even try to take the ball away from the boy. Their team ended up losing by many 

points and the girls left the field asking why they should even be playing. This is the opposite of 

female empowerment. 

Female empowerment takes another huge hit when male children are allowed to share a 

locker room with the girls. One needs only to hear the testimony of swimmer Riley Gaines to 

understand the devastation and humiliation involved in dealing with compelled sharing of an 

intimate space.xii It leads to tears and long-lasting psychological distress. 

The essence of positive empowerment is what happened when female-only sports exploded 

in popularity after the passage of Title IX. The numbers don’t lie. While there is no data for 
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primary schools, we can see what happened with older female students, as summarized in this 

chart:xiii 

 
TIME MALE participation in 

high school sports  
(number of boys) 

FEMALE participation in 
high school sports 
(number of girls) 

Before Title IX 
 [School year 1971-1972] 

3,666,917 (93%) 294,015 (7%) 

After Title IX 
 [School year 2018-2019] 

4,534,758 (57%) 3,402,733 (43%) 

These data show a 1,057% increase in female participation in school sports over a 45-year 

period. A similar increase is reflected in the NCAA data and the point is that never in the annals 

of world history has there been such a drastic change (improvement!) in the enthusiastic 

engagement and physical play of female persons.   

The impact upon America has been unprecedented. Twenty years after the passage of Title 

IX (in the 1990s) along came the phenomenon of the “soccer mom” – mothers across America 

who piled their kids into the minivan determined to get their children into sports. A generation of 

both boys and girls now owe it to those moms for engaging them in sports and other physically 

active past times. Based on my observations, this volunteerism has had a positive impact on many 

children and on the sports associations. 

One significant impact of granting girls the opportunity to engage in fair competition and 

to experience achievement has been on the American economy and the business environment. In 

clear contrast to the pre-1980s, there are now thousands of women across the USA who start their 

own businesses and lead companies.  

What does this have to do with sports? Consider these facts revealed in an article by 

Forbesxiv magazine reporting on a study of working women undertaken by Ernst & Young: 

“The study found that 90% of the women surveyed had played sports either at primary and 

secondary school, or during university or other tertiary education, with this proportion rising to 

96% among C-suite women.“ 

Almost all top female CEOs have had a sports background. 
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There can be no doubt that access to sport engendered by TitleIX has promoted the kind of 

self-confidence in America’s little girls that has inspired them to grow into adult women pursuing 

high achievement. The benefit to society has been priceless. 

CONCLUSION:  

In conclusion, I must say that I am deeply concerned about the future of sports for young 

girls. We often hear the phrase, “Trans rights are human rights.” This is true, but by the same 

token, “Female rights are human rights.” Everyone has rights. But for an activity to be considered 

a “sport,” the fundamental ingredient must be “fairness.”  

In 2021 when the UK Sport Council’s Equality Group (SCEG) released its thorough review 

of transgender inclusion, it arrived at the following conclusion: 

“As a result of what the review found, the guidance concludes that the inclusion of 

transgender people into female sport cannot be balanced regarding transgender inclusion, 

fairness and safety in gender-affected sport where there is meaningful competition.”xv 

According to the SCEG report, authorities in sex-affected sports must make a choice: 

prioritize transgender inclusion or prioritize fairness and safety for the female athlete. 

I disagree in one way. I believe that we already have full inclusion in sports. Every human 

person has a biological sex, even if one wishes to self-identify or express as something different. 

Therefore, there can be a place for everyone within our sex-based eligibility systems. 

Nobody benefits in the long run by mixing sports categories.  It is my view that the Save 

Women’s Sports Act preserves fairness in sports for female participants of all identities on the 

basis of sex, as intended by Title IX. 
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I swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Dated: June 28, 2023   Signed: /s/ Dr. Linda Blade, Ph.D 

 

 

 
ihttps://vault.si.com/vault/1997/08/25/teach-coaching-see-the-world-traveling-to-third-world-countries-to-
train-coaches-is-linda-blades-idea-of-a-perfect-summer-vacation 
iichrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.northumberlandsportscouncil.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/Run-Jump-Throw-Resource-.pdf 
iii https://minilegends.ca/ 
iv https://www.cdc.gov/growthcharts/clinical_charts.htm#Set1 
vchrome-
extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9331831/pdf/ij
erph-19-09103.pdf (page. 3) 
vi https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED291714 (Appendix A, pages 56-57) 
vii http://image2.aausports.org/sports/athletics/results/2022/jogames/jogamescompleteresults.htm 
viii https://journals.physiology.org/doi/abs/10.1152/jappl.1962.17.4.601 
ix https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5980468/pdf/EDU-0003-2018.pdf 
x https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SSP_qAUtYI 
xi https://www.gdst.net/publications/why-and-how-girls-thrive-in-girls-only-schools/ 
xii https://www.dailysignal.com/2023/06/21/riley-gaines-describes-sharing-locker-room-lia-thomas/ 
xiii chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.nfhs.org/media/1020205/2017-
18_hs_participation_survey.pdf 
xiv https://www.forbes.com/sites/alanaglass/2013/06/24/ernst-young-studies-the-connection-between-female-
executives-and-sports/?sh=7edab51333a2 
xvhttps://equalityinsport.org/docs/300921/Guidance%20for%20Transgender%20Inclusion%20in%20Domestic
%20Sport%202021.pdf (p. 15) 
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9 Rebuttal Declaration of Daniel Shumer, M.D., MPH ECF No. 65-2 
10 AIA’s Constitution, Bylaws, Policies, and Procedures 

2022-2023, Transgender Policy 
ECF No. 51-1 

11 Photographs of the Doe Family (filed under seal) ECF No. 108 
12 Photographs of the Roe Family (filed under seal) ECF No. 108 
13 Jane Doe’s Name Change Court Order (filed under 

seal) 
ECF No. 108 

14 Megan Roe’s Name and Gender Change Court Order 
(filed under seal) 

ECF No. 108 

15 Jane Doe’s Passport (filed under seal) ECF No. 108 
16 Megan Roe’s Passport (filed under seal) ECF No. 108 
17 Consideration of Bills: Hearing on S.B. 1165 Before S. 

Comm. on Judiciary, Jan. 20, 2022, 55th Leg., 2nd 
Reg. Sess., 00:08:08–01:30:05 (filed as a non-
electronic exhibit) 

ECF No. 88-1 

18 David Handelsman, et al., Circulating Testosterone as 
the Hormonal Basis of Sex Differences in Athletic 
Performance, 39 Endocrine Revs. 803 (2018) 

ECF No. 88-2 

19 David Handelsman, Sex Differences in Athletic 
Performance Emerge Coinciding with the Onset of 
Male Puberty, 87 Clinical Endocrinology 68 (2017) 

ECF No. 88-2 

20 Jonathon W. Senefeld et al., Sex Differences in Youth 
Elite Swimming, 14 PLOS ONE 1 (2019) 

ECF No. 88-2 

21 Joanna Harper, Race Times for Transgender Athletes, 6 
J. Sporting Cultures & Identities 1 (2015) 

ECF No. 88-2 

22 Marnee McKay & Joshua Burns, When it 
Comes to Sport, Boys “Play Like a Girl,” The 
Conversation (Aug. 3, 2017), 
https://theconversation.com/when-it-comes-to-sport-
boys-play-like-a-girl-80328 

ECF No. 88-3 

23 Marnee McKay, et al., Normative Reference Values for 
Strength and Flexibility of 1,000 Children and Adults, 
Neurology, 88 (1) (2017) 

ECF No. 88-3 

24 World Rugby Transgender Women’s Guidelines 
(2020), https://www.world.rugby/the-game/player-
welfare/guidelines/transgender/women 

ECF No. 88-3 

25 Governor Douglas A. Ducey’s Letter to Arizona 
Secretary of State re: Senate Bill 1138 and 1165  

ECF No. 88-3 

26 Second Declaration of Helen Doe ECF No. 109 
27 Second Rebuttal Declaration of Daniel Shumer, M.D., 
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 Respectfully submitted this 7th day of July, 
2023.   

  
 /s/ Colin M. Proksel_____________________ 
 Colin M. Proksel (034133) 
 OSBORN MALEDON, P.A.  
 2929 North Central Avenue, 21st Floor 
 Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2793 
 Telephone: (602) 640-9000 
 Facsimile: (602) 640-9050 
 Email: cproksel@omlaw.com 
  
 Jyotin Hamid* 
 Justin R. Rassi* 
 Amy C. Zimmerman* 
 DEBEVOISE & PLIMPTON LLP  
 66 Hudson Boulevard 
 New York, New York 10001 
 Telephone: (212) 909-6000 
 Facsimile: (212) 909-6836 
 Email: jhamid@debevoise.com 
 Email: jrassi@debevoise.com 
 Email: azimmerman@debevoise.com 
  
 Amy Whelan* 

Rachel Berg* 
 NATIONAL CENTER FOR LESBIAN RIGHTS 
 870 Market Street, Suite 370 
 San Francisco, California 94102 
 Telephone: (415) 343-7679 
 Facsimile: (415) 392-8442 
 Email: awhelan@nclrights.org  

Email: rberg@nclrights.org  
  
 *Admitted pro hac vice.  
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Colin Proksel (034133) 
OSBORN MALEDON, P.A. 
2929 North Central Avenue, 21st Floor 
Phoenix, Arizona 85012-2793 
State Bar No. 034133 
Telephone:  (602) 640-9000 
Facsimile:  (602) 640-9050 
Email: cproksel@omlaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs  
Additional counsel listed in signature block 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

TUCSON DIVISION 

Jane Doe, by her next friend and parents 
Helen Doe and James Doe; and Megan Roe, 
by her next friend and parents, Kate Roe and 
Robert Roe, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

Thomas C. Horne in his official capacity as 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction; 
Laura Toenjes, in her official capacity as 
Superintendent of the Kyrene School 
District; Kyrene School District; The 
Gregory School; and Arizona Interscholastic 
Association Inc., 

Defendants.

Case No. 4:23-cv-00185-JGZ 

SECOND REBUTTAL DECLARATION OF 

DANIEL SHUMER, M.D., IN FURTHER 

SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
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I, Daniel Shumer, declare as follows: 

1. I submit this expert declaration based on my personal knowledge. 

2. If called to testify, I would testify truthfully based on my expert opinion. 

3. In preparing this declaration, I reviewed the expert declarations submitted 

by Dr. Emma Hilton (“Hilton Decl.”) and Dr. Linda Blade (“Blade Decl.”) in support of 

Defendant Horne’s Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Injunction.  I also 

reviewed the rebuttal declarations by Dr. Gregory Brown (“Brown Rebuttal Decl.”), Dr. 

Chad Carlson (“Carlson Rebuttal Decl.”), and Dr. James Cantor (“Cantor Rebuttal 

Decl.”) that the Intervenors submitted in support of their Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion 

for Preliminary Injunction.  As with my prior expert declaration, I relied on my scientific 

education and training, my research experience, and my knowledge of the scientific 

literature in the pertinent fields.  The materials I have relied on in preparing this 

declaration are the same types of materials that experts in my field of study regularly rely 

on when forming opinions on these subjects.  I may wish to supplement these opinions or 

the bases for them as a result of new scientific research or publications or in response to 

statements and issues that may arise in my area of expertise.  

Dr. Hilton’s Declaration 

I. There Is No Evidence Linking In Utero Development or Minipuberty to 

Athletic Performance and No Credible Medical Reason to Posit Any Such 

Connection.  

4. There is no scientific basis for Dr. Hilton’s claim that boys gain an athletic 

advantage over girls based on exposure to testosterone in utero or during minipuberty.  

(Hilton Decl. ¶¶ 5.3–5.5.)  

5. In a male fetus, testosterone production peaks around 11–14 weeks of 

gestation (in the first trimester of pregnancy), then declines until it is completely 

suppressed at birth. Testosterone is necessary during this time for normal development of 

the genitals.  See, e.g., Marianne Becker & Volker Hesse, Minipuberty: Why Does it 
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Happen?, 93 Hormone Rsch. Paediatrics 76 (2020). 

6. Male babies also experience an elevation of testosterone after birth, with 

levels peaking between one to two months old, and returning to prepubertal levels before 

six months of age.  As with the in utero elevation of testosterone, a rise in testosterone 

during minipuberty correlates positively with growth of the male genitals.  Id. at 78–79.  

7. Contrary to Dr. Hilton’s testimony, minipuberty does not result in clinically 

visible physical changes, other than a possible transient increase in testicular volume.  

8. In fact, although Dr. Hilton cites Becker & Hesse’s article for the 

proposition that testosterone levels cause an increase in babies’ growth velocity and body 

weight (Hilton Decl. ¶ 5.5), the article describes the opposite.  Becker & Hesse found that 

testosterone and luteinizing hormone (the hormone that stimulates testosterone 

production) concentrations “during minipuberty correlate negatively with body weight 

and body mass index [BMI] until the age of 6 years.”  Id. at 80 (emphasis added).  A 

negative correlation between testosterone level and body weight or BMI contradicts Dr. 

Hilton’s assertion that minipuberty in males causes competitive athletic advantage later in 

life.  In addition, the article found that “[d]ata on the influence of minipuberty on growth 

velocity are conflicting.”  Id.

9. No research has linked this brief exposure to elevated testosterone during 

minipuberty to any lasting physiological impact, much less to an increase in athletic 

ability.  Nor is there any credible medical basis even to hypothesize such an impact. 

II. There Also Is No Evidence Linking Gene Expression to Athletic Performance 

and No Credible Medical Reason to Posit Any Such Connection. 

10. There also is no scientific basis for Dr. Hilton’s speculation that boys gain 

an athletic advantage over girls based on sex-specific genetic architecture that results in 

approximately 6,500 differences in gene expression.  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 5.2.)  Dr. Hilton 

fails to cite any research to connect any differences in gene expression between the sexes 

to the purported athletic advantage of transgender girls who do not undergo male puberty.  
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11. Contrary to Dr. Hilton’s testimony and as I have previously discussed, there 

is an overwhelming scientific consensus that the biological cause of average differences 

in athletic performance between men and women is the rise in circulating levels of 

testosterone beginning in endogenous male puberty.  As Handelsman states, “evidence 

makes it highly likely that the sex difference in circulating testosterone of adults explains 

most, if not all, of the sex differences in sporting performance.”  See David J. 

Handelsman et al., Circulating Testosterone as the Hormonal Basis of Sex Differences in 

Athletic Performance, 39 Endocrine Revs. 803, 823 (2018) (summarizing evidence 

rejecting the hypothesis that physiological characteristics are driven by the Y 

chromosome). 

III. Any Height Differences Among Male and Female Babies Are Negligible and, 

in Any Event, Largely Disappear Around the Age of Six or Seven. 

12. Dr. Hilton’s claim that growth charts reveal that “[m]ales are consistently 

1-2 cm taller than females between 0-10 years old” (Hilton Decl. ¶ 4.4) is false.   

13. Growth charts show that babies’ heights are heavily overlapped, with only 

negligible differences between boys and girls, which differences almost disappear around 

6 to 8 years of age, and do not begin diverging again until puberty (see attached full 

growth charts at Exhibit A): 

6– 36 months old: 

6 Months 24 Months 36 Months

Percentile Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

95th 72 cm 69.5 cm 93 cm 91.5 cm 102.5 cm 101.25 cm

50th 67 cm 65.25 cm 87.25 cm 86 cm 95.75 cm 94.75 cm 

5th 63 cm 61 cm 81.5 cm 80 cm 89.75 cm 88.25 cm
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7–12 years old: 

7 Years 8 Years 12 Years

Percentile Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 

95th 130.75 cm 130.75 cm 137.5 cm 137.75 cm 161.5 163 cm

50th 121.5 cm 121.5 cm 128 cm 128 cm 149 cm 151 cm 

5th 113 cm 113 cm 118.5 cm 118.25 cm 137 cm 139 cm 

14. The numbers begin to diverge again after around 10 years of age, with girls 

overtaking males in height and weight for a few years because they typically go through 

the puberty-related growth spurt around two years earlier than males.  See Charles Brook, 

Mechanism of Puberty, 3 Hormone Rsch. 52, 53 (1999). 

15. Moreover, while post-pubertal boys are taller, on average, than post-

pubertal girls, the height ranges for boys and girls continue to be overlapping.  Ctrs. for 

Disease Control & Prevention, Clinical Growth Charts: Children 2 to 20 Years (5th–95th 

Percentile), https://www.cdc.gov/growthcharts/clinical_charts.htm.

IV. There Is No Evidence That Prepubertal Boys Have a Biological Athletic 

Advantage Over Prepubertal Girls. 

16. Contrary to Dr. Hilton’s testimony and as I discussed in my prior 

declarations in this case, there is a well-established scientific consensus that, before 

puberty, there are no significant differences in athletic performance between boys and 

girls.  See, e.g., Marnee McKay & Joshua Burns, When it Comes to Sport, Boys “Play 

Like a Girl”, The Conversation (Aug. 3, 2017), https://theconversation.com/when-it-

comes-to-sport-boys-play-like-a-girl-80328 (discussing results of research published in 

American Academy of Neurology Journal). 

17. While some studies have found small differences between the performance 
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of boys and girls with respect to some discrete activities, these studies did not control for 

other factors, particularly age, location, or athletic experience or exposure.  Id. 

18. When research has controlled for those factors by using representative data, 

researchers have found that “[a]cross all measures of physical performance, there was 

one consistent finding.  There was no statistical difference in the capabilities of girls and 

boys until high-school age (commonly age 12).”  Id.  These tests included long jump, 

muscle strength, walking, jumping, and balancing.  Id.  

19. This finding has been replicated in many other studies, and there is a clear 

scientific consensus that athletic ability does not diverge significantly until puberty.  See, 

e.g., David J. Handelsman, Sex Differences in Athletic Performance Emerge Coinciding 

with the Onset of Male Puberty, 87 Clin. Endocrinol. 68, 70–71 (2017) (“The gender 

divergence in athletic performance begins at the age of 12-13 years”); Jonathon W. 

Senefeld et al., Sex Differences in Youth Elite Swimming, 14 PLoS ONE 1, 1–2 (2019) 

(studying child and youth swimmers and concluding that the data suggests “girls are 

faster, or at least not slower, than boys prior to the performance-enhancing effects of 

puberty”).  

20. In support of her contention that boys have at least some biological 

advantages in athletic performance over girls before puberty, Dr. Hilton relies primarily 

on data from physical fitness tests or international track and field event records.  The data 

Dr. Hilton relies on in fact shows several areas where pre-pubertal girls outperform pre-

pubertal boys. (Hilton Decl. ¶¶ 7.6, 7.9.)  

21. Otherwise, the data Dr. Hilton relies on shows that there is a small 

difference in performance between prepubertal non-transgender boys and prepubertal 

non-transgender girls.1  This data merely observes phenomena across a population sample 

in isolated areas and does not determine a cause for whatever is observed.  There is no 

1  Two of the studies cited by Dr. Hilton are also cited in paragraph 6 of the legislative 
findings of Arizona’s statute.  See S.B. 1165, 55th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2022), § 
6.  
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reliable basis for Dr. Hilton to attribute those small differences to physiology or anatomy 

instead of other factors, such as greater societal encouragement of athleticism in boys, 

greater opportunities for boys to play sports, or different preferences of the boys and girls 

surveyed.  David J. Handelsman, Sex Differences in Athletic Performance Emerge 

Coinciding with the Onset of Male Puberty, 87 Clin. Endocrinol. 68 (2017).  

22. Dr. Hilton’s statement that the “performance gap in international and 

national track and field records evident before puberty, somewhat controls for this 

sociali[z]ation effect, given that one might expect engaged sporty girls to be as well-

trained as their male peers” (Hilton Decl. ¶ 7.22) is pure conjecture and lacks any reliable 

factual basis to support it.    

23. Dr. Hilton also discusses the outcomes of two individual middle school 

track and field competitions held at the Kyrene Aprende Middle School in the last year.  

(Hilton Decl. ¶¶ 7.17–7.20.)  It is my understanding from Plaintiffs’ counsel that one of 

the Plaintiffs in this case will begin attending Kyrene Aprende Middle School this month 

and that she wishes to participate and compete on the girls’ cross-country, soccer, and 

basketball teams, not the track and field team.  Moreover, given the age ranges of the 

children who attend middle school, this data likely includes some males who have 

undergone male puberty.  It is my understanding from Plaintiffs’ counsel that the Plaintiff 

who will be attending Kyrene Aprende Middle School will not undergo male puberty 

because she will be taking puberty suppressing medication, which I have discussed in 

more detail in my prior declarations in this case.  Therefore, this data is not relevant to 

this litigation.  

24. In any event, as previously discussed, this data does not determine a cause 

for the observed differences.  Even if this data included only prepubertal boys and girls, 

there is no reliable basis for Dr. Hilton to attribute the differences observed to physiology 

or anatomy instead of other factors, such as greater societal encouragement of athleticism 

in boys, greater opportunities for boys to play sports, or different preferences of the boys 
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and girls surveyed. 

V. Transgender Girls Who Receive Puberty Suppressing Medication at the 

Onset of Puberty Have No Athletic Advantage Over Other Girls.  

25. Dr. Hilton incorrectly asserts that the administration of puberty suppressing 

medication (also sometimes referred to as puberty blocking medication) to transgender 

girls does not eliminate the athletic advantage that men and adolescent boys have over 

women and adolescent girls.2  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 9.5.)  

26. As I have discussed previously, Tanner staging (also called Sexual Maturity 

Rating) is used to document and track the development and sequence of secondary sex 

characteristics of children during puberty.  Under current standards of care, transgender 

adolescents are eligible to receive puberty blockers when they reach Tanner Stage 2, at 

the first onset of puberty, and long before the development of increased muscle mass and 

strength associated with later stages of male puberty.  See Wylie C. Hembree et al., 

Endocrine Treatment of Gender-Dysphoric/Gender-Incongruent Persons: An Endocrine 

Society Clinical Practice Guideline, 102 J. Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism 3869–

903 (2017).  

27. Following the administration of puberty blockers, transgender girls will 

also receive hormone replacement therapy to allow them to go through puberty consistent 

with their female gender identity.  As a result, these transgender girls will develop many 

of the same physiological and anatomical characteristics of non-transgender girls, 

including bone size, skeletal structure, and distinctive aspects of the female pelvis 

geometry that cut against athletic performance.  Thus, a transgender girl who received 

2 Dr. Hilton also briefly discusses the medical treatment of transgender girls and states 
that many children reporting gender dysphoria desist and that puberty blocking 
medication is harmful and has uncertain outcomes.  (Hilton Decl. ¶¶ 9.3-9.4.)  These 
conclusions are contrary to my experience treating over 600 patients with gender 
dysphoria.  Dr. Hilton is not a medical doctor or mental health professional nor does it 
appear that she has ever treated a transgender patient.  Moreover, Dr. Hilton does not 
explain how any of her criticisms are relevant to the issue of whether transgender girls 
should be able to participate on female sports teams.  In any event, as discussed in detail 
in my prior declarations in this case, these criticisms are not well-founded. 
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puberty suppressing medication followed by hormone replacement therapy does not have 

the same physiology as a prepubertal non-transgender boy.  

28. Because such girls do not undergo male puberty, they do not gain the 

increased muscle mass or strength that accounts for why post-pubertal boys as a group 

have an advantage over post-pubertal girls as a group.  

29. For that reason, studies on transgender women who have undergone 

testosterone suppression as adults are almost meaningless when assessing the athletic 

abilities of transgender girls who have received pubertal suppression beginning at the 

onset of puberty.  The women in those studies did not transition until well after puberty 

and experienced exposure to testosterone over an extended time, allowing their muscles 

to keep developing.  In sharp contrast, transgender girls who receive Gonadotropin-

releasing hormone agonist (“GnRHa”) do not go through male puberty and are not 

exposed to the heightened level of testosterone associated with male puberty.  

30. Even so, those studies of adult transgender women show that testosterone 

suppression resulted in significant mitigation of muscle mass and development in adult 

transgender women.   

31. For example, the only study directly examining the effects of hormone 

therapy on the athletic performance of transgender female athletes is a small study of 

eight long-distance runners.  The study showed that after undergoing medical 

interventions, which included lowering their testosterone levels, the athletes’ 

performance had reduced so that relative to non-transgender women their performance 

was now proportionally the same as it had been relative to non-transgender men prior to 

any medical treatment.  In other words, a transgender woman who performed at about 

80% as well as the best performer among men of that age before transition would also 

perform at about 80% as well as the best performer among women of that age after 

transition.  See Joanna Harper, Race Times for Transgender Athletes, 6 J. Sporting 
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Cultures & Identities 1 (2015).3  Given that adolescent transgender girls who receive 

puberty suppressing medication do not go through male puberty, there is no medical basis 

to expect that transgender girls receiving such medications would have an athletic 

advantage.   

32. Dr. Hilton cites two studies that she claims show that transgender girls have 

an athletic advantage over other girls even when they are receiving puberty blocking 

medication or hormone therapy; however, neither study supports Dr. Hilton’s claim.   

33. Dr. Hilton cites to Maartje Klaver et al., Early Hormonal Treatment Affects 

Body Composition and Body Shape in Young Transgender Adolescents, 15 J. Sexual 

Med. 251 (2018).  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 11.3.)  Contrary to Dr. Hilton’s claim, however, the 

primary finding of the Klaver study is that receiving puberty blockers and hormone 

therapy bring the body composition of young transgender women much closer to their 

non-transgender female peers than their non-transgender male peers.  Those results are 

more pronounced the earlier a transgender girl starts puberty blockers.  Id. at 255 (finding 

that “compared with adult transgender persons treated with CHT, larger changes in body 

shape and body composition are seen in transgender persons who start in adolescence”).  

It should also be noted that the transgender women participants in the Klaver study 

started GnRHa at an average age of 14.5 years, and none started prior to age 12.  This is 

because the original Dutch protocol did not provide GnRHa prior to age 12 regardless of 

whether puberty started at a younger age.  The participants in the study by definition had 

much more testosterone exposure than transgender girls treated with modern protocols, 

3  The legislative findings of the Arizona statute incorrectly state that for transgender 
women who go through male puberty (unlike the plaintiffs here), the benefit 
conferred by testosterone “is not diminished through the use of testosterone 
suppression.”  See S.B. 1165, 55th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2022), § 13.  While that 
statement conflicts with available evidence, which shows that hormone therapy 
significantly reduces muscle mass and strength, it is also irrelevant to the situation of 
the plaintiffs in this case who have not undergone male puberty and thus are not in 
the position of having to mitigate the increased muscle mass and strength caused by 
male puberty.  Notably, the legislative findings do not state that transgender girls 
who receive puberty suppressing medication at the onset of puberty have any 
conceivable athletic advantage, nor do they cite any evidence that would support that 
claim.     
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which initiate GnRHa based on pubertal stage unrelated to age. 

34. Dr. Hilton also cites Lloyd J.W. Tack et al., Proandrogenic and 

Antiandrogenic Progestins in Transgender Youth: Differential Effects on Body 

Composition and Bone Metabolism, 103 J. Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism 2147 

(2018), for the proposition that transgender girls who receive medical treatments 

purportedly maintain greater grip strength than transgender boys.  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 11.3.)  

But the medication administered in this study is not used in the U.S. and does not have 

nearly the same impact as puberty blockers and hormone therapy for transgender girls or 

as testosterone for transgender boys.  The medications administered to the study 

participants did not fully block puberty for either transgender girls or transgender boys.  

Even with this less effective medication, the study found that transgender girls “showed a 

significant increase in fat mass and decrease in lean mass, resulting in an increased body 

fat percentage” and did not experience any increase in grip strength.  Id. at 2153–54.  If 

anything, this study shows that even with a less effective medication, the physiological 

impact of medically treating transgender girls in adolescence, rather than when they are 

adults, is profound.    

35. At the beginning of her declaration, Dr. Hilton discusses her involvement 

with the World Rugby Transgender Guidelines.  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 1.13.)  However, even 

these guidelines allow transgender girls and women to participate in women’s rugby if 

they did not experience endogenous puberty, stating: “Transgender women who 

transitioned pre-puberty and have not experienced the biological effects of testosterone 

during puberty and adolescence can play women’s rugby.” World Rugby, Transgender 

Women Guidelines (2019), https://www.world.rugby/the-game/player-

welfare/guidelines/transgender/women. 

36. In sum, there is no evidence that transgender girls on puberty suppression 

medication or hormone therapy have an athletic advantage over other girls.  There are no 

studies that have documented any such advantage, and there is no medical reason to posit 
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that any such advantage would exist.  

37. In my clinical practice, I have provided medical care to more than 300 

adolescent transgender girls.  None of the transgender girls I have treated with the above 

medical interventions appeared to have any athletic advantage over other girls.    

VI. From a Medical Perspective, Menstruation Does Not Provide a Basis to 

Conclude That Transgender Girls Have an Athletic Advantage Over Other 

Girls.  

38. In her declaration, Dr. Hilton claims that female athletes have an athletic 

disadvantage because they “must typically deal with the effects of the menstrual cycle,” 

which may affect “training capacity and performance,” and that, as a result, transgender 

girls have an athletic advantage because they do not menstruate.  (Hilton Decl. ¶ 6.5.)  

This conclusion does not have a sound medical or scientific basis because not all 

adolescent girls menstruate or suffer any athletic disadvantage if they do menstruate.   

39. For example, girls with certain medical conditions do not menstruate, and 

some adolescent girls may take birth control to prevent menstruation or for other medical 

reasons.  In addition, not all adolescent girls who do menstruate suffer any adverse 

impacts on their training capacity or performance.  

VII. Permitting Transgender Girls to Play on Girls’ Teams Does Not Pose a Safety 

Risk to Other Girls.  

40. In her declaration, Dr. Hilton testifies that transgender girls who play on 

girls’ teams somehow pose a threat to the safety of other girls because, she asserts, girls 

have “delicate brain structures” that make them more prone to injury.  (Hilton Decl. 

¶ 6.6.)  While research has found that girls suffer more sports-related concussions than 

boys, the cause of that differential is unknown, including whether it is cultural or 

biological or both.  See William T. Tsushima et al., Incidence and Risk of Concussions in 

Youth Athletes: Comparisons of Age, Sex, Concussion History, Sport, and Football 

Position, 34 Archives Clinical Neuropsych. 60, 66 (2019).  In any event, however, there 
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is no scientific evidence that girls have more “delicate brain structures” than boys.  If a 

researcher were to view an MRI of a human brain, there would be no way to identify 

whether it was the brain of a male or a female other than average size.  Lise Eliot et al., 

Dump the “Dimorphism”: Comprehensive Synthesis of Human Brain Studies Reveals 

Few Male-Female Differences Beyond Size, 125 Neurosci. & Biobehav. Rev. 667, 668 

(2021). 

41. Some researchers have theorized that girls may suffer more sports-related 

concussions because, on average, adolescent girls have weaker neck muscles than post-

pubertal adolescent boys.  See Abigail C. Bretzin et al., Association of Sex with 

Adolescent Soccer Concussion Incidence and Characteristics, 4 JAMA Network Open 4, 

6 (2021); Ryan T. Tierney et al., Gender Differences in Head-Neck Segment Dynamic 

Stabilization During Head Acceleration, 37 Med. & Sci. Sports & Exercise 272, 272 

(2005).  If that accounts for girls’ higher rates of concussions (which is unknown), 

transgender girls on puberty blockers or hormone therapy would be at the same or similar 

risk for such injury as non-transgender girls.  There is no evidence, and no medical 

reason to believe, that their participation on girls’ teams would pose any increased threat 

of such injuries to other girls.  

42. More generally, transgender girls do not present any unique safety risks to 

other girls.  Transgender girls’ physical characteristics (in terms of height, weight, and 

strength) overlap with those of other girls.  For example, while some transgender girls 

may be taller than average, so are some non-transgender girls, and many transgender girls 

are simply average.  

43. There is no more reason to exclude a tall transgender girl for safety reasons 

than there would be to exclude any other girl for that reason.  While some transgender 

girls may (or may not) have larger skeletons than some non-transgender girls, there is no 

medical reason to conclude that that physical characteristic poses any elevated safety 

concerns when not accompanied by high levels of testosterone and corresponding skeletal 
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muscle.  After a transgender adolescent suppresses her level of testosterone, there is no 

inherent medical reason why her physiological characteristics related to athletic 

performance should be treated differently from the physiological characteristics of other 

girls.  

Dr. Blade’s Declaration 

44. Dr. Blade is not a medical doctor, nor does it appear that she has ever 

treated a transgender patient; in contrast, I have experience treating over 600 hundred 

patients with gender dysphoria.  From a medical perspective, the terms “biological sex,” 

“biological male,” and “biological female” are imprecise terms that can cause confusion.  

A person’s sex encompasses several different biological attributes, including sex 

chromosomes, certain genes, gonads, sex hormone levels, internal and external genitalia, 

other secondary sex characteristics, and gender identity.  Those attributes are not always 

aligned in the same direction.  See Joshua D. Safer, Care of Transgender Persons, 381 N. 

Engl. J. Med. 2451 (2019).  

45. Contrary to Dr. Blade’s testimony and as I have previously discussed, there 

is an overwhelming scientific consensus that the biological cause of average differences 

in athletic performance between men and women is the rise in circulating levels of 

testosterone beginning in endogenous male puberty.  

46. Dr. Blade discusses data from physical fitness tests in children to 

demonstrate that transgender girls have an athletic advantage over other girls before 

puberty.  (Blade Decl. at 7–9.)  This data merely observes phenomena across a population 

sample in isolated areas and does not determine a cause for whatever is observed.  As I 

have discussed previously, there is no reliable basis for Dr. Blade to attribute any small 

differences between boys and girls to physiology or anatomy instead of other factors, 

such as greater societal encouragement of athleticism in boys, greater opportunities for 

boys to play sports, or different preferences of the boys and girls surveyed.  
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47. Dr. Blade also asserts that because prepubertal boys have a greater lung 

volume and other enhanced capabilities throughout the oxygen transport system, they do 

better in endurance tests and the 1500m run.  (Blade Decl. at 9.)  In fact, any such 

difference between boys and girls is small and has no documented impact on athletic 

performance.  If this small average difference in lung capacity had a significant causal 

relationship to athletic advantage, we would see significant differences in the athletic 

performance of prepubescent boys and girls, but we do not. 

48. Dr. Blade posits that transgender girls’ participation in girls’ sports causes 

psychosocial risks to other girls.  (Blade Decl. at 11–12.)  Dr. Blade’s assertion is based 

on a misunderstanding regarding transgender girls.  As discussed in my prior declarations 

in this case, a transgender girl is a girl.  Moreover, there is no reason to assume a 

transgender girl’s identity would be discernible to other girls, particularly when a 

transgender girl transitions socially and medically.  Lastly, Dr. Blade supports her 

assertion with mere anecdotes rather than scientific research on the topic.  As discussed 

above, the scientific research demonstrates there is no athletic advantage between 

transgender girls who have not undergone male puberty and other girls. 

Dr. Brown’s Rebuttal Declaration 

49. Dr. Brown cites a hodge-podge of studies, but none support his view that 

prepubertal boys have a significant group-based advantage over prepubertal girls, which 

is contrary to the overwhelming weight of medical evidence and consensus on this issue. 

50. For example, although Dr. Brown claims that Handelman’s research 

supports Dr. Brown’s position, Handelman himself disagrees, as Dr. Brown concedes. 

51. The studies cited by Dr. Brown do not support his thesis for a variety of 

reasons.  First, several of the studies include post-pubertal as well as pubertal children.  

(See, e.g., Brown Rebuttal Decl. ¶¶ 9–10 (citing data that includes children from the ages 

of 9 to 16).)  Second, some of the studies show small physiological differences between 

prepubertal boys and girls, but do not purport to establish any causal link between those 
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small differences and athletic ability or establishing only a speculative or hypothetical 

link.  (See, e.g., Brown Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 12 (citing data showing that girls have a slightly 

higher resting heart rate).)  And third, even with respect to those small physiological 

differences between prepubertal boys and girls, unlike the post-pubertal production of 

testosterone, those differences exist on an overlapping spectrum.  For example, while it is 

true that there is some evidence that prepubertal boys on average may have slightly less 

body fat than girls,4 there are some girls who have less body fat than some boys, and 

some boys who have more body fat than some girls.  In contrast, apart from girls with 

certain intersex conditions or other health conditions, there are no post-pubertal girls with 

more testosterone than post-pubertal boys; generally speaking, testosterone levels in post-

pubertal boys and girls do not overlap.   

52. Notably, Dr. Brown agrees that there is no basis for alleging that 

minipuberty has any impact on athletic ability.  (Brown Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 37 (stating “At 

no point in my declaration are the male athletic advantages differences ascribed to 

‘minipuberty’ (indeed, the term ‘minipuberty’ is not found within my expert report.”))). 

Dr. Carlson’s Rebuttal Declaration 

53. Dr. Carlson acknowledges that the only studies finding small differences in 

athletic performance between prepubertal boys and girls are cross-sectional studies that, 

as such, do not “assign causation to any measured differences, such as biology vs. 

sociological effect.”  (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 6.)  In addition, the small differences 

found by these studies relate to discrete activities, not to strength or athletic performance 

across the board, and do not rise anywhere close to the level of the broad, clear, and 

significant group-based differences caused by exposure over time to the elevated levels of 

testosterone associated with male puberty.   

54. Dr. Carlson attempts to rebut the conclusion of McKay’s study that there 

4  As noted in my prior declaration, and as Dr. Brown acknowledges (Brown Rebuttal 
Decl. ¶ 17), this research is not conclusive; some studies have found no differences and 
have criticized other studies for failing to consider factors such as age, maturational status 
and obesity status.  (Shumer Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 6)  
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are no significant differences in athletic ability between prepubertal boys and girls, but 

his analysis is not persuasive.  As Dr. Carlson acknowledges, McKay found no 

significant differences in strength based on sex in children ages 3 through 9—i.e., in 

prepubertal children, and found such differences only in post-pubertal children. (Carlson 

Decl. ¶ 9).  

55. Dr. Carlson’s suggestion that the two girls who are Plaintiffs in this case 

would have been grouped with the 10 to 19 year olds (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶¶ 10–11) 

has no logical relevance to the import of McKay’s study: significant athletic differences 

between boys and girls are linked to puberty.  The Plaintiffs in this case are receiving 

puberty suppressing medication, which prevents them from undergoing male puberty and 

thus from gaining the potential athletic advantage associated with exposure to post 

pubertal levels of testosterone.  

56. Dr. Carlson acknowledges that the studies he cites “carry with them the 

limitations of cross-sectional comparisons” (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 15), and thus 

cannot establish any causal link between physiology and athletic performance in 

prepubertal children for the reasons explained above.  

57. Dr. Carlson offers no evidence for his assumption that the enactment of 

Title IX means that prepubertal boys and girls now receive equal coaching and skill 

training, nor does any such evidence exist.  (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 19)  To the 

contrary, as discussed below, research shows that girls receive far less opportunities for 

participation than boys.  

58. Relatedly, Dr. Carlson relies heavily on a single article by Lombardo, 

which in turn rests upon speculative and subjective hypotheses about how boys and girls 

are treated in various cultures, including, for example, a presumption that Aboriginal 

boys and girls are equally encouraged to hunt and that German boys “do not throw much 

and do not have U.S.-like cultural support or encouragement for throwing.”  (Carlson 

Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 19(citing Michael P. Lombardo et al., On the Evolution of the Sex 
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Differences in Throwing: Throwing is a Male Adaptation in Humans, 93 Q.Rev. Biology 

91 (2018))).  Such speculative research based on broad sociological generalizations about 

other cultures does not provide a valid evidentiary basis to conclude that the small 

differences in athletic performance found in some cross-sectional studies of prepubertal 

boys and girls are based on physiology rather than culture, much less that such small 

differences have any applicability to individual transgender girls or warrant excluding all 

transgender girls from playing on girls’ teams.    

59. Research that is more carefully and objectively designed has found that 

differences in skills training and practice—not innate gender-based differences—account 

for many specific sex-based differences in athletic performance.  For example, a 2019 

study of spatiotemporal coordination in throwing found that sex-based differences “only 

arose from age 20 years onwards and that in individuals with throwing practice, 

performance disparities leveled out.” Dena Crozier et al., Gender Differences in 

Throwing Revisited: Sensorimotor Coordination in a Virtual Ball Aiming Task, 13 

Frontiers Hum. Neurosci. 231 (2019).  

60. Given the far greater social encouragement and skills training provided to 

boys than to girls, it is not surprising, as Dr. Carlson notes (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 21), 

that boys have the highest-ranking performances in USA Track & Field.  Contrary to Dr. 

Carlson’s suggestion that our society promotes “equal opportunities for boys and girls to 

participate,” the reality is much different.  Across the board, girls have far fewer 

opportunities to play sports and therefore far less coaching and skill training than boys in 

every age group.  See U.S. Dep’t Health & Hum. Servs., The National Youth Sports 

Strategy,  35–37 (2019), https://health.gov/sites/default/files/2019-

10/National_Youth_Sports_Strategy.pdf; Aspen. Inst. Project Play, Youth Sports Facts: 

Participation Rates, https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/youth-sports/facts/participation-

rates.  For example, during the 2018–2019 year, fifty-seven percent of high school 

athletics participation opportunities went to boys, with only forty-three percent going to 
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girls, translating into over one million more opportunities for boys than girls.  Ellen J. 

Staurowsky et al., Women’s Sports Found., 50 Years of Title IX: We’re Not Done Yet, 30 

(2022), https://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Title-IX-

at-50-Report-FINALC-v2-.pdf. 

61. Dr. Carlson acknowledges that even the highly restrictive World Rugby 

policy permits transgender girls who receive puberty suppressing medication to play.  

(Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶¶ 23–24.)  Dr. Carlson contends that this exception is not 

“grounded in scientific review of relevant data,” but there is no data showing that such 

girls have any athletic advantage over other girls, nor is there any medically reasonable 

basis for assuming that they do.  (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 24.) 

62. Dr. Carlson’s suggestion (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 25) that puberty 

suppressing medication fails to suppress the heightened levels of testosterone associated 

with male puberty in 25 to 49 percent of cases has no medical basis.  The article he cites 

to support that erroneous claim is about the use of testosterone suppressant by adult 

transgender women who went through male puberty; it has no bearing on the efficacy of 

puberty suppression for transgender girls, which is highly effective and prevents 

transgender girls from producing the elevated levels of testosterone associated with male 

puberty.  

63. The Klaver study does not support Dr. Carlson’s claim that transgender 

girls who received puberty suppressing medication have an athletic advantage over other 

girls (Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶¶ 31–32) for the reasons stated in paragraph 33 above.  It is 

not appropriate to use the Klaver article to presume that transgender girls may have more 

lean body mass on average than other girls because, as noted above, Klaver participants 

started GnRHa at much older ages than modern protocols would dictate.  The findings of 

the study are not generalizable across decades and not relevant to the question at hand.  

64. For the reasons explained in paragraphs 40 through 43 above, Dr. Carlson’s 

claim that transgender girls “are more likely to cause concussions than other competitors” 
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(Carlson Rebuttal Decl. ¶ 33) has no medical basis.  It is particularly unwarranted for 

transgender girls, like the Plaintiffs in this case, who receive puberty suppressing 

medication and thus do not go through male puberty.  

Dr. Cantor’s Supplemental Declaration 

65. Dr. Cantor acknowledges that his views place him at odds with the 

standards of care and practice guidelines developed by the World Professional 

Association of Transgender Health (“WPATH”) and the Endocrine Society, and which 

have been endorsed by a long list of major medical professional associations, including 

the American Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American 

Psychological Association, and many others. 

66. Contrary to Dr. Cantor’s unsupported claims, which implausibly cast 

aspersions on the integrity of our nation’s leading professional medical organizations, the 

standards of care and practice guidelines relied upon by medical and mental health 

professionals who specialize in the treatment of gender dysphoria in adolescents have a 

sound evidentiary basis.  The evidence-based methodology used to generate these 

guidelines is described in detail in both the WPATH Standards of Care and the Practice 

Guidelines promulgated by the Endocrine Society and is comparable to that used to 

generate similar clinical practice guidelines for other medical conditions.  

67. Dr. Cantor’s views, which seek to cast doubt on the existence of gender 

identity as a facet of human identity and to advocate the use of therapeutic techniques to 

discourage or prevent minors from identifying as transgender, do not have a sound 

scientific foundation and are distinctly at odds with the overwhelming consensus of 

medical science, experts, and practitioners in this area.  

68. Dr. Cantor does not diagnose or treat gender dysphoria in adolescents or 

adults and has no training or expertise in transgender mental health care or medicine.  As 

such, his strong disagreement with the consensus of medical experts in this area appears 

to be based more on his personal opinions than on a scientific foundation.    
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I declare under criminal penalty under the laws of Arizona that the foregoing is 

true and correct.  Signed on the 6th day of July, 2023, in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Daniel Shumer, M.D.
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Exhibit A 
CDC Growth Charts 
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